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ABSTRACT

This report presents an analysis of over eignteen sml, inte.m-eM-
ate, and large-scale systems for the selective dissemination of info.:atlxn
(SDI). Systems are coxpared and analyzed with respect to des',n criteria
and the following ten system parameters: information input, methods of 'A.-

dexing and abitracting, user interest profile construction, user g-oup, .:-
file/document match strategy, profile maintenance and updating, products
disseminated, operatirg statistics accu.zulated, ADP equipment utilized, 3r.-
resulti reported. From the results of the analysis, criteria are drawn f7,.
the design of an SDI system that is generally applicable to a brcad rar.:
of Army technical libraries. The design criteria are used as a basis for
designing an SDI system which has the following desired c.,Aracteristics:
broad applicability, acceptance of information in ma"" lifferent formats,
ability to yield high relevancy for specific information requirements, ar.-
high recall for general information requirements. This system requires L
minimum automatic data processing configaration and operating personnel.
Operating costs are minimized by utilizing stL.ndard graphic reproductior.
techniques for reproducing multW 2 copies of SDI notices. Me user pro-
file/document match strategy incorporates both Boolean and weighted se!-
tion criteria.
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FOREWORD

Selective dissemination of irformation (SDI) holds the prospect of
. ing the most efficient ..ethod for transferring large masses of information

from the point of origin to the ultimate destination with a minimum of man-
ual interventiun. The SDI concept represents a large-scale effort to give
Information services an active role in the research and development process.
At is no wonder, then, that the concept has captivated the imagination of a
vide variety of technical information activities ranging from the informs,_

-on support facilities of chemical and drug industries to the aerospace in-
formation support activities sponsored by NASA.

ArMy technical libraries are presently investigating the role of SDI
in the development of technical support for Army research and development
proJects. The investigation and application of SDI techniques is progress.

ng along thre different fronts. Individual libraries, such as those which
suipport the Arry Electronics Command at Fort Mormouth, New Jersey, and the
. -v7 Biological Laboratory at Fort Detrick, Maryland, are creating SDI sys-
tems to met immediate local requirements. The Army Technical Libraries Im-
provement Studies (ATLIS) Program is supporting two other approaches -- the
4evelopment of an SDI system to operate as a central switching point for
.A-rmy research and development information and a generalized SDI system de-
signed to be applicable to any Army technical library which supports local
information requirements.

This report represents the results of the first phase of an effort
to develop an SDI system for local use within a wide range of Army technical
comnunities. Of necessity, this system's design had to be elastic enough to
accommodate the entire range of individual Army technical lbrary capabili-
ties in terms of access to automatic data processing equipment and staff sizA
and in terms of the local information requirements of research and develop-
ment personnel served by the library.

It is anticipated that this system design will be implemented in a
supplemental effort using Army Natick Laboratories as a test bed for conduct.
ing b6 field test on a group of 25 participants and an Information input of
over 1000 technical reports, books, Journal articles, and other information
formats during a nine month pilot operation.

This final report was prepared for the ATLIS program under the direc
tion of Mr. Robert Martin, Chief Librarian, Army Natick Laboratories, Natick
Massachusetts. ' All work was performed by Information Dynamics Corporation,
S0 Main Stret, Readibig, Massachusetts under Contract DA19-129-ANC-957 (N).
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I. INTRODUCTIO

The procedure known as Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI)
has evolved to the present state of sophistication from its simple origin
as a courtesy service accorded to favored patrons of a library. Based upon
the patron's description of his interests and a history of what materials
he had requested previously, the librarian formulates a mental pattern of
the patron's information requirements. As new material is acquired and
processed, the librarian takes note of those items which might be of in-
terest to the particular patron and brings them to his attention, when time
permits. If the information is not of interest, the patron restates his
interests in more explicit terms, cancels obsolete requests, and adds en-
tirely new interests.

The SDI system of today is a formalization of the casually executed
procedures which presently relies on the memory and willingness of the li-
brarian. In most currently operating SDI systems, the process of matching
the patron's interest profile against the subject description of documents
is expedited by prograned, hign-speed digital computer. Subject index
terms applied to documents, along with descriptive cataloging information
and abstracts, are recorded on punched cards and then transcribed onto mag-
netic tape. The patron's interest profile and address are similarly encodd,
keypunched, and transcribed to tape. The output derived from matching the
two magnetic tapes is usually the identification numbers, descriptive cata-
loCing information, and full abstracts of the documents that match sp'-ciflz
patron's interests. These outputs, addressed by the computer, are sent
daily, weekly or monthly to the patron, depending on the current document
accession rate and number of subscribers.

After reviewing the computer output, the patron indicates wnetner
the information supplied was:

a. of no interest,

b. of interest, but the full document is
not required, or

c. of interest and the document Is required.

This information is returned to the librarian, who takes the approprlat _

action. If the information supplied was of no interest, those inf-:x t_-.mms
which caused a match between the patron's interest profile and tn- docUmen:M
description are deleted from the profile, so that similar informa.Ion wilL
not be retrieved in the ulext dissemination cycle. If the patron so Inin -
cates, the profile is modified to include entirely new interests.

An SDI system should really be thought of as a sub-syst. =" a
wide range of library servicts. As such, the SDI system must b --- Z:-
fully integrated with oth?r library operations. Under the ArM; "-:a-l



Library Improvement Studies (AIS) Program, the Army is attempting to cc
ordinate efforts to improve the services provided by all Army technical I
ries. The A.LIS Program encompasses the improvement of all aspects of 11
operations, such as subject indexing, descriptive cat, vocabulary
trol, circ a-ion procedures, and interlibrary cooperation. The develope
of SZ1 .-- c-res is one part of this comprehensive improvement study prc
gram.

Tis report outlines the design for an SDI system which is capabi
of servicing personnel having a broad spectrum of subject interests and t
gaging in a wide variety of activities. The design can be implemented b3
any Arry tec.ical library having access to a sumal3, medium, or large scs
digital computer and any reproduction facility ranging from office duplic
tor to offset printing press. The system accepts any input which can be
characterized by a linear notation for mechanized comparison with user pi
files and vr-hIch can be graphically reproduced onto an EAM card format fo
distribution to the user. The input can contain photographs, chemical as
mathemai cal formulae, charts and graphs, and engineering drawings, dia

or flow charts.

The design of the SDI system presented in this report is based ot
ctudy of over twenty currently operating SDI systems, including two whict
are operating at Army installations - one at Ft. Mouth, New Jersey, ax
the other at Ft. Detrick, Maryland. This SDI system design incorporates
those features of the systems studied which could be extrapolated to meel
the capabi itles and requirements of the widest selection of Arq technic
libraries. Care was taken to design an SDI system which would not requi3
the use of a large-scale digital computer and large amounts of computer I

In Chapter II of this report, the SDI concept is carefully defin
to distinguish it from other library services. To reflect the latitude
the missions that exist among Army technical libraries, a complete outli.
of optional objectives is presented within which the SDI system can opers
Selection of individual options leads to systems configurations tailored
the specific requirements of individual libraries. A comparative review
seventeen SDI systems is presented in Chapter III, and summrized in a m
trix which presents important features of each system. Chapter IV is dei
to an analysis of the facilities to which Armyr technical libraries have i
cess to demonstrate the general applicability of the SDI system design pi
sented in C.apter V. A complete bibliography of the published literaturt
SDI systems and a detailed deicription of each system studied are presen
in the Appendices.
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II. SDI SYSTEMS - DEFINITION AND PUPPOSE

SDI systtrs are defined belcw by indicating those elements of the
system which are easentia., Pnd by differc-ntiating SDI systems from other
similar library services. Within th-s definition, one can select many dif-
ferent input options to reflect specific purposes dictated by the overall
mission of the library. A description of these options provides a basis
for differentiating the systems analyzed in Chapter III and for selecting
the design features for an Army SDI System presented in Chapter V.

A. DEFINITION OF SDI

1. Luhn's Original Definition

The phrase "Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI)" was
coined by .ans Peter Luhn in a paper published in 1958 (see Appendix C -
Reference No. 50). In this paper, Luhn discussed an entire range of business-
related information retrieval problems to which he proposed an integrated
solution. Part of the solution which Luhn proposed involved the selective
dissemination of information, which he defined in a subsequent paper (see
Appendix C - Reference No. 51) as "that service within an orgnization which
concerns itself with a channeling of new items of information, from what-
ever source, to those points within the organization where the probability
of usefulness, in connection with current work or interests, is high."

In the system envisioned by Luhn, current information ex-
tracted from Journals, newspapers, technical reports and other publications
would be indexed by terms selected from the documents themselves. User
information requirements would be indexed in the term of the user's own
vocabulary and retained as standing requests for information. Ech in-
coming document description would be matched against the bank of standing
requests by means of EDP equipment, which would, in the process, prepare
a list of all individuals who might be interested in that document. A token
description of the document would then be printed and distributed to all
persons on the list. The token description might consist of title, authors,
source and abstract. In recognition of the imprecision of the matching
process and the changing interests of the users, Luhn provided a feedback
loop to allow the user to modify his interest profile on the basis of in-
formation previously received. Thus, the user would be able to control the
total volume of information disseminated to him and also the percentage of
information tat would be relevant to his current work or interests.

Luhn's definition leaves room for disseminating items of in-
formation, either recently acquired or newly published, to either individuals
or groups of individuals. It was Luhn's original contention that a profile
of group interests would be as useful as a profile for each individual's
interests and that newly acquired information might be Just as useful to in-
dividuals as information recently published.

3



2. Similarity of SDI to Other Informtion Services

In =W ways, the SDI systems which grew fro Luhn's propo
are similar to other information services, especially in terms of implemel
ation. Indeed, uy existing SDI systems utilize the same Information set
strateg as that used in "retrospective" information retrieval. Procedurt
used in supplying document copies are also similar to the document loan p
cedures of conventional libraries.

Because of this similarity to SDI systems, some conventions:
library services have been erroneously labeled "Selective Dissemination W.
Information." For example, several documents which purport to describe S1
systems in reality describe systems for distributing subject classified a
cessions lists. Only those systems wnich conform to the intent of Luhn's
definition of SDI will be discussed in this report, even though other li-
brary services may closely approximate that definition.

3. SDI Systems Definition

By observing the experience gained by others in implementin
and operating SDI systems since 1959, it is possible to draw a definition
of SDI which does not include all of the elements originally included by
Luhn, without abrogating Luhn's original intentions. One of the elements
which is noticeably lacking in many present systems is the document auto-
indexing feature (index terms are selected directly from the texts of ab-
Istracts or titles on the basis of frequency of occurrence, word length, o:
gross gramnatical structure), although this feature is still used by the
sent IBM SDI system. Because of the proven utility of a controlled index
vocabulary and its wide use in retrospective retrieval systems, the auto-
indexing feature is not included as a prerequisite for SDI. In a control
vocabulary system, a word or phrase selected from a thesaurus is assigned
represent a concept, even though that word or phrase may not appear in th
text.

In this report, an SDI system is defined as any system whic
has the following essential features:

(a) Input to the system consists of

(i) any information (for dissemination) which
can be characterized by a string of char.
acters and which can be graphically repro-
duced;

(2) descriptions of users' information
requirements;

(3) a list of the users' addresses; and

4



(4) feedback from the users which indicates
the degree of relevancy of output re-
ceived and provides a basis for im-
proving relevancy of output.

(b) Processes performed by the system consist of:

(i) matching descriptions of users' infor-
mation requirements against descriptions
of the contents of input documents;

(2) selection of document descriptions which
match users' information requirements;

(3) modification of users' profiles on the
basis of feedback from the users; and

(4) addressing of outputs selected.

(c) Output consists of

(1) dociuent descriptions selected and
addressed in (b); and

(2) statistics which indicate the operational
characteristics of the system.

This operational definition permits the use of auto-indexing
or controlled indexing vocabulary, includes the dissemination of all infor-
mation, regrdless of date of publication or formst, and in no way limits
the mode for obtaining feedback.

B. SDI SYSTE4S DESIG OPTIONS

The design of an SDI system is markedly influenced by th-! purpos:
for which the system is established. Ostensibly, tn-e purpose of wi SDI
system is to channel new information to points within an crganization w-.eri
the probability of usefulness is high. The amplification of this defin'tion,
however, leads to diverse points of view, as exemplified by the operations:.
definitions adopted by individual systems.

1. Newly Acquired Information vs. Newly Gotnerated
Information

The first point of contention is the definition of what is
"new " or "current" information. Some systems hav- adopted the convention
that a information recently acquired by the system is by definition "our-
renZ in'ormtion." Some syst-ms, howrver, us? th date of Publcation a
a criterion for screening out older mat. rial. The d-zeFmina*-:n of c.:-
material to indiviiuals who know of its existence or are alr-aiy '

5



with Its ccntents would have an advwrse cffect on how the system is re-
ceived. n the other hand, older material not readily accessible to most
of the s.stem's clients migrt havw, ccns~dcrable Informtive value.

_ Announcqment vs. Z*!f-ficient Infomation Packag

A more central Issue Is that of whetler the system should
mer.y :n-:cat the existence of Information, or whether the system should
strive - ;rovlde self-sufficient Inforration packages. A previous study
(s. 4A:=n.x C - Reference No. 66) has shown that titles alone are suffi-
ciently indicative to allow the reader to; identify pertinent documentation
Thus, if tne -urpcse of the system is mereily to indicate what information
is available, this purpose can lust as well be accomplished by the distrib
tion of -i.tes only. In attempting to provide complete and self-sufficien
:nfc-.:icn packages, some SDI systems disseminate a range of products vax,
ing frem- indicative abstracts all the way to complete source documents., I
an abstract Is sufficiently informative, it may satisfy the imiediate info
matcn recirements of the recipient and thus obviate the need for orderin
the fUalU dccent.

!. Machine-Readable Input vs. Non-M.chine-Readable Input

The design of an SDI system is often dictated by a pramtic
approach to providing information services at minimal cost. Some services
have access to suitable information already in machine-readable form. If
this informtion consists only of title, author, and Journal source, and
if this tank of machine-readable data is compatible with the majority of
user needs, then it is logical to tailor the system's design to process
this type of input and dispense with providing full abstracts in order to
provide a maximum SDI capability at a very low cost.

4. Responsibility for Document Supply vs. No Responsibility

If the SDI system utilizes externally-produced machine-reads
data, tne very practical questinn is raised as to whether the system shoul
assume the responsibility for obtaining copies of all docments announced.
Even if t.e system does not assume the financial burden of acquisition,
additional personnel might be required to process document orders.

The document-supply question has varied answers, even for
those systems which announce only informtion on hand. Some systems have
solved this problem by ordering maltiple copies of all acquisitions and
others have solved it by routing single copies or by duplicating copies as
required. A fourth solution requires that all informtion be viewed at tb
library when more than one request is received for the same document. Ob-
servance of copyrights might also prevent copying full texts.

Internal Information vs. External Information

In formulating the design of an SDI system, one must also cc
Bider whether the system will handle internally as well as externally pro-

6



duced information. In Luhn's original presentation of a cusi nitelli-
gence system, explicit provision was made for disseminating :ntcrnal 4-
produced documents; but due to the administrative str-,cture !n wt.ich th ZDI
system is irbedded, the system may not have, or may not des.re to have, "c-
cess to intcrnall_-produced documents for the purpose cf :issemination. In
large organ.:ations where Internal coxzunications are 1mitecd by organiza-
tional, locational or administrative boundaries, there is some merit in
shunting internal ccummnications through an SDI system which routes the in-
formatlon on an impartial basis. On the other hand, in a close-knit group,
there my be no need to' supplement regular communicetions channels.

6. Single Format Input vs. Multiple Formt Input

The decision as to what formats (i.e., journal articles, pa-
tents, technical reports, books, product literature, newspaper articles,
letters and memoranda, and symposium or course announcements) will be ac-
cepted by the system is based mostly on practical considerations, such as
available manpower and coverage by other information services. Due to lim-
ited resources, it may be impossible to accept journal articles which are
not indexed and abstracted in the regular course of providing other retriev-
al services. Conversely, extra resources may be set aside specifically for
the purpose of covering journals, because these are not covered by norma.
library services.

7. Servicing Single Activities vs. Multiple Activities

In developing a useful design, the SDI systems planner must
also exmine .the kinds of activities in which the system's clientele is en-
gaged. Administrative personnel might be most interested in obtaining in-
formation which reflects internal operations rather than very specific tech-
nical information needed for technical task decisions. Individuals engaged
in research, on the other hand, would be most interested in technological
detail. Each type of activity generates its own Information requirements,
if serviced by the SDI system. These requirements, in turn, may be satis-
fied by different kinds of input information.

S. Cooperative Effort vs. Independent Effort

As the nunber of SDI systems increases, the purpose of any
single system may be dictated in part by the availability of service from
other systems. Because of the present degree of subject specialization and
the interrelatedness of subject specialties, it is becoming increasingly
difficult for any one system to cover information generated outside its own
specialty, even though this information may in fact be pertinent. For this
reason, SDI systems organized along subject-specialty lines might profitably
support each other by trading SDI services. Indeed, the decision as to what
materials should be handled by the SDI system my eventually be determined
in part by what materials are not handled by other systems.

A network of cooperating systems would also increase the yield
efficiency of each of ,the participating systems. The yield efficiency is

7



defined as the ratio of the mimber of units disseminated to the total mr-
ber of input units. If a system supporting biologically oriented personnel
were to input documents on electronics, the yield efficiency would be very
low because most of the documents vould not be interesting to any of the
system's clients. Thus the cost of each notification would be Inordinately
burdened by the cost of input.

9. Summary

The above discussion is given to indicate that the process of
formlating the design of an SDI system is a complex decision-making process
involving the selection of man parameters for the optimization of many dif-
ferent conditions. Before a detailed systems design can be initiated, the
objectives must be clearly defined so that explicit choices can be made with
regard to the following input options:

- * Announcement vs. self-sufficient information package
* Newly acquired information vs. newly generated information
* Internal information vs. external information

M achine-readable input vs. non-machine-readable input
* Single format input vs. multiple format input
* Cooperative effort vs. independent effort
* Responsibility for docuent supply vs. no responsibility
* Coverage of library acquisitions only vs. unlimited

coverage
* Coverage of presently utilized sources vs. presently unused

sources
* Servicing single activities vs. multiple activities

Choices among the above options will define the objectives to
be met by the system and will thus guide the design of the ultimate system's
configuration for any given installation.

The next chapter will describe the design choices made for
currently operating systems and the systems configurations resulting from
these choices.

8.



III. CO4PARATIVE REVIEW OF SDI SYSTD6

As a precursor to the design of an SDI system applicable to a wide
range of Army technical libraries, seventeen operating SDI systems vere
studied in detail. The results of the study are summarized in Table I -
Matrix Summary of SDI Sy3tems Characteristics.

This chapter reviews the current status of SDI system development
and discusses the detailed operations of seventeen SDI systems in terms of:

* Data input
* Document/user profile match strategy
* Data output
* Cost
* Measures of systems efficiency
* Effect of SDI on the user
* Effect of the user on other information services

Data was collected fr 4a published literature, personal corresponience, face-
to-face and telephone comunications, and preprinted questionnaire (Figure A-
1). The full data collected is summarized for each system in Appendix A.
It is significant to note that cost data is not available for most of the
systems studied, although costs can be deduced from an analysis of the o;er-
ating parameters. In SDI systems which form an Integral part of larger in-
formation systems, it is difficult to prorate costs between SDI and other
information services offered. It is also sIznificant that the evalua tion
criteria used by each system vary to the extent that no valid comparisons
can be made on the basis of published statistics.

A. CURRENT STATUS OF SDI SYSTDI4S DEVELOFMEIT

Over the past three years, there has been a marked increase in t n .

number of operating SDI systems. The primary reasons for this ar-e an in-
creased recognition by both Government and industry of the importanc of in-
formation services and an increasing reliance on the use of electronic dati
processing equipment to implement these services. The general trend toa-s
automation in documentation is also facilitated by the ready avaliability -
large banks of machine-readable data created by previously established wxtc-
mated systems.

1. Original Reception to SDI

When Luhn first disclosed his concept of a system for the s.-
lective dissemination of information, the idea was received by the publie-
with some skepticism. First of all, the application of computers to infor-
mation handling problems had just begun. Secondly, Luhn lirJcd his SL: zcn-
cept to his earlier presentation of a statistical approach to mecnann:±_ en-
coding and searching of the li-erary information. Th.± newn-ss cf -
data processing technology ani statist-.cal approaches to the a iysiz of in-
formation combined to produc an initially unfavorable reaction t'v -
SDI concept.



MATRIX SUMMARY OF

SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION VOCABULARY ;PROFILING
INPUT CONTROL METHOD

References I Keywords and/
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE from Chemical : or Word Stems;

(Joint Experiment) Titles Mag- !Authors and/or
netic Tapes iCoden

Journal 'Up to 12 Coded
CHEMICALS AND PHOSPHATES, Articles, A.I.Ch.E. ;Keywords per
LTD. Books Thesaurus 'Profile

I escriptor
Dictionary Wighp

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY Documents iti r Desirt
11,000 Terms W

Magnetic Tapes'Authority Descriptor
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY of Chemical Lists, Weights with

Titles and iA.I.Ch.E. Indication of
Documents Thesaurus ;Hit Threshold

iUsing Links
and Roles

Magnetic Tapest Keywords and/
of Chemical :or Word Stems;

ELI LILLY & COMPANY Titles from and Authors
Chemical
Abstracts
Service

TArticles from 1200 IBM Iden- Weighted Terms
150 Periodical tifiers, 600 w/values of -5

IBM - CHICAGO ; Publications ;Word Exclusion to +9 and/or
iList, 2200 Word Rcots
Word Inclusion
IList, Auto-
,matic Indexing

DDC Thesaurus Descriptors
:and List of and Open End"!"Ozen End" :Termls

IBM - OWEGO Documents OTe nTth
~Terms with
iReference Code,

IBM Documents, :A.I.Ch.E. The- Keywords from
IBM - POUGHKEEPSIE Patents, Min- salirus sunple- k.I.Ch.E. The-

utes, DDC and mented by 2000 saurus and IBI
NASA Docu- IBM Terms Supplemental
ments, Books, Terms
Misc. Reports



CE PEMS CHARACTERI STICS

C OF PROFILE/ A' USER a.R!-"UR:-:S)
CoPRFL/NOTICES Y

DOCUMENT FEEDBACK b. RELEVANT
ESES MATCH I NOTICE NOTICEI OIC .RFQUFST i3 R

_____ _DOCMEN-. .L"

Predetermined

Relevance of I
Profile/hem- IBM
ical Titles
Keywords 

-

Single Keyword Title, Author,

00 1 Match of Doc- ;Source, Serial *See Legend
ument/Profile 'Number and #2 W-"4
Keyword Reference

Match of Doc- 'Library Index *See Legend5 5 ument/Profile Card Coupled BM2 a. --
Weighted ;to Response Abstract b. 50-60% IBM
Terms Card Deleted C.

Document - ,
Assigned Hit
Value = Sum
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Shortly after publication of his crigim i paper in 19W3 , how-
ever, Luhn implemented the first aumat ed SDI system on an IBM i55 .nerLl-
purpose digital computer located at Yorktown Heights,. New Ycrk. Trne tncour-
aging resul.ts obtained from this early attempt led to the .1velopment of a
completely documented systems package called "Sf1-2." As a direct result of
making this documented system avallable, Luhn fostered the development of
six other SDI systems during 1961-2. Three of these were installed at I3
facilities and three at individual manufacturing ccmpanies. During this
same period, SDI-3 and SDI-4 were developed.

2. Characteristics of SDI Development

Due to the newness of the SDI concept, the development of
early SDI systems was evolutionary in nature. The experience gained from
initial SDI.installations was used to establish design criteria for subse-
quent systems. Even within a single installation, an SDI system underwent
a process of evolution guided by initial results. An extreme example of
-such evolution was IBM's consolidation of four SDI systems into a single sys-
tem, located at the Thomas J. Watson Research Center at Yorktown Heights.
The consolidated system includes some of the features of the systems former-
ly located at Yorktown Heights, Poughkeepsie, Chicago and Owego.

The state-of-the-art of SDI systems development can be charac-
terized as still being open to further innovation, study, and evaluation,
even though some systems have been in continuous operation for over five
years. An SDI system is still far from being an off-the-shelf item which
operates in a completely predictable way and which can be assimilated into
another environment without modification. Although there are over a dozen
systems operating successfully today, the reasons for successful results
are not clearly understood in terms of the significant differences between
them. A complete understanding of all the mechanims that operate within an
SDI system mst await a comparative analysis under carefully controlled
conditions in which only one of the mny recognizable operating parameters
is varied at a time.

Because present systems are constantly undergoing revision,
systems documentation is not readily available and is usually out of date
when published in the open literature. For this reason, it was necessary
to contact the directors of individual systems to obtain the latest status
of each system.

3. Sumary and Conclusions

In summary, development of SDI system is still undergoing a
period of rapid growth in which mwy innovations can be expected. However,
with the increasing availability of large data banks in mschine-readable
form, recognizable clusters of SDI systems are emerging. For the most part,
these are centered around machine-readable products obtainable from Defense
Documentation Center, National AerorAutics and Space Aministration, National
Library of Medicine, and Chemical Abstracts Service. Since these organiza-
tions anmounce a sizeable fraction of the nation's current literature (in
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such publications as the DC Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB), the NASA
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR), the NIM Index Medicus,

and the CAS Chemical Titles and Cneacal-BiologIcal Activities), and since
these annmmcement Journals are published periodically, the utilization of
the machine-reafdble by-products from which they are generated is extremely
attractive for the purposes of selective dissemination of information. SDI

Systems depending upon these sources of input tend to form natural clusters
of similar configurations based upon the constraints imposed by the format
of the input. Thus, systems depending upon CAS inputs tend to be similar,
just as those depending on DDC, NASA or NLM inputs.

What still remains to be done is the establishment of meaning
ful criteria for evaluating SDI systems operations. Different systems cur-
rently collect different operational statistics, so that valid conclusions
cannot always be drawn from a comparison of published figures. As an exam.-
ple of the variability in reporting, some systems report relevancy as the
ratio of the number of SDI notifications marked "relevant" by the recipient
to the total number of notifications returned by the recipient. Other sys-
tems report relevancy as the ratio of the number of notices marked "relevan
by the recipient to the total number of notices sent to the recipient. Thu
two different systems reporting the same relevancy ratio might differ dras-
tically in the actual relevancy of their respective system's outputs.

B. DATA INPUT

There are three types of input to an SDI system. These are:

* Information sources
* User profiles with addresses
* User responses

Information sources can consist of full texts of internal reports and memo.
randa, technical reports, books, Journal articles, patents and symposia, o
derivatives of these sources in hard copy or machine-readable form. The dt
rivatives may consist of titles, sources, corporate and personal authors,
source numbers, abstracts and index terms. User profiles ma be in the fol
of a full-text description of information requirements or a description
structured from index terms. User response may consist of index terms to I
used in modifying a profile, requests for documents, expression of the de.-
gree of relevance of notices received, change of address or general comen"
on the system's operation.

1. Information Sources

(a) Machine-readable document derivative data

There is a wide latitude in the types of information

sources accepted by the various systems studied. Since the data in machin
readble form available from DDC, NASA, NLM and CS contain only trivativ
of full text documents, tht systems which utilize these inputs accet+, by
definition, derivativc information. Early in 1962, Chemical Abstracts Ser
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commenced an experiment to disseminate Chemical Titles on mnetic tape to
Eli Lilly and Company and Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. The tapes
contained only title, personal aut:.or, and Journal source. Cnemical Titcs
covers 590 important U. S. and foreign chemistry and cnemical engineering
Journals. Since some of the source data for Chemical Titles is derived from
Journal page proofs, some of the titles appearing in Chemical Titles pre-
cede the actual publication of the articles represented. Thus the advan-
tages of using Chemical Titles informtion are tne breadth of coverage ant
the timeliness of announcement. A distinct disadvantage is the lacA of con-
trol over vocabulary; user profiles must be phrased to. include all possible
synonyms which must be derived through cerebration, rather than table look-
up in a published thesaurus. Because of tne synonym problem, user profiles
tend to be much larger than average, some extending to several hundred teras.
To circumvent this difficulty, most systems using Cnemical Titles nave pro-
vided for the inclusion of truncated terms, as, for instance, sepa.s for
"separate," "separator," "separating,' "separation," or "separated."

The proven utility of the tape distribution program
prompted Chemical Abstracts Service to offer magnetic tapes to the general
public on a fee basis. The program was expanded to include also Chemical-
Biological Activities magnetic tapes. American Cyanamid Company and Dov
Chemical Company are among several other organizations which have Joined
the program. Study is currently under way to determine the feasibility of
including full abstracts from Chemical Abstracts Service tapes, but these
tapes would not have the same advantage of timeliness as Chemical Titles
and Chemical-Biological Activities.

Magnetic tapes from DDC and NASA contain all the infor-
mation that is printed in the TAB and STAR announcement journals, respec-
tively. NASA's SDI program began by servicing individuals and groups en-
gaged in aerospace technology. SDI notices were sent to both NASA persorunel
and contractors. Recently, NASA has released magnetic tapes to several cor-
puter installations, one of which is located at the University of Pittsbur::..
The University now offers an SDI service on a fee basis to govsrr.er.t, uni-
versity and industrial subscribers. NASA encourages the heaviest users of
its SDI system to obtain NASA tapes in order to provide their own SD, s-'r-
vice_, internally.

On Nay 19, 1966, DDC held a seminar for DOD contract or:
and government agencies on the formt and contents of its vagneti -tapes.
Although this conference was not held for the specific purpose of encour-
aging the use of DDC tapes for SDI, many of the participants express-d In-
terest in this particular application. The U. S. Army Electronics Car.xw.
at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey, had already negotiated the release of DDC ta-r:
which they planned to use to implement an internal SDI system. Pro.-s..n
was already underway to achieve that end.

The U. S. Army Biological Laboratory at Ft. Derl:.
Maryia.d, obtains periodic magnetic tap- output from th2 NationL Z :t-.-
of Medicine, and is presently using th4 tapes as a data base for BL:.
tapes are similar to CAS tapes in that they do not contain abstrac-.s, bu- -
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contain a list of subject headings by which each document is indexed in
the MOLARS program. The Inclusion of subject headins facilitates sew
ing and profile maintenance because the MOLARS subject heading list ca
be used for selecting uniquo- terms for profiling without necessitating I
addition of al possible synonyms.

Thus far, SDI systems utilizing externally produced
machine-readable data rely on a sole source, even though several source
might supply equally useful machine-readable input. A logical reason f
this is that these systems are in an early stage of development and are
now completing the debugging phase of systems development. Once a sing
machine-readable input has been mastered, assuredly other machine-readt
inputs will be added.

(b) Non-machine-readable input

Those systems which rely on externally-produced Wa
tape as input are automatically committed to disseminating informtion
many sources, since these tapes already contain derivative data from Jo
al articles, books, technical reports, patents, etc. For those systems
which depend on original input, the choice is still open. Some systems
as Douglas Aircrsaft Compeny, Mitre Corporation, and two systems formerl
erated by 1M (Owego and Yorktown Heights), have elected to limit input
solely to documents which stand by themselves in the form of contractus
documents, or journal and symposia preprints and reprints. Full 3ourna
proceedings of symposia are not included because of the difficulty of 1
ing individual articles for distribution. Internally-generated reports
disseminated by the present system at 134 (Yorktown Heights), National
nautics and Space :dinistration, U. S. Air Force Systems Comsnd, and
Department of the Interior's Bureau of Reclamtion. Both the Institute
Scientific Infomtion and 134 (Yorktown Heights) disseminate patents.
the other hand, many systems rely totally or in part on the input from
journal articles. These include Chemicals and Phosphates, Ltd. (Israel
I34 (Yorktown Heights), Institute for Scientific Information, U. S. Aix
Force Systems Cc.and, and, of course, NASA, DDC, NIX and CAS.

As pointed out above in the discussion of the basis
design of an SDI system, the choice of inputs is governed by the inforn
requirements of the users, the adequacy of coverage by other informatic
services, the potential volume of input, and the resources available fc
operating the SDI system. In some instances, the selection of input h4
so been governed by copyright laws which protect much of the open litez
such as books and Journals. Since the reproduction and distribution o
lished abstracts y constitute a copyright infringement, some systems
refrained from wholesale input of abstracts readily available in publis
abstract and announcement journals. A recent journal article (see App
C - Reference No. 7) discusses the presently proposed changes in copyri
laws which are necessitated by the high usage of copyrighted material i
foration retrieval systems. Some of those systems which copy publishe
abstracts have made special arrangements with the publisher to avoid cc
right infringement suits. This problem has also arisen in conjunction
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the reproduction of published author abstracts by DC and NASA. Even tnmugh
these agencies way have obtained permissir to reprint autncr abstracts, the
secondary reproduction of tnese abstracts by various SDI systems still ruy
constitute infringement. Although reproduction of abstracts right constitute
fair use of copyrighted rateralss there is no doubt that reproductllon of
full lournal articles and other copyrighted documentation is unfair use Lf.d
that publishers generally object to the wholesale copying practices of Many
public and private libraries.

(c) Preparation of original machine-readable input

Those systems which do not accept externally generated
magnetic tapes as input must operate their own data input system in which
part, or all, of the document derivative data is punched into caris or paper
tapes. Organizations such as the Bureau of Reclamation, Douglas Aircraft
Company, and the U. S. Air Force Systems Cond use punched paper tape fnr
input to the computer and for direct creation of other library records such
as catalog cards and accessions lists. All other systems studied enter doc-
ument derivative data on punched cards and use a computer-driven, high-
speed printer to generate user notifications only, or both notifications and
library records. Using a 400 line-per-minute printer to print 20-line user
notifications by means of a coputer renting for $120 an hour, the printing
cost per notice is 100, not including the cost of forms or the cost of p:t-
ting the input information in machine-readable form, or processing time for
matching docment descriptions against user profiles. It can be seen from
this simple calculation that using the line printer for printing multiple
copies of eac. set of document derivative data is rather expensive compared
with the cost of printing by conventional office duplication or cffset press
techniques. Preparation of punched card input is also approximately three
to four times as expensive as the preparation of typewritten offset masters.
The ratio is even higher if documnt derivative data is available in a for-
mat which can be extracted by photoduplication techniques. In striving to
achieve a totally automated SDI system, most designers have overlooked the
break-even point in economics between printing by computer-driven line print-
er and printing by offset techniques.

(d) Subject indexing and abstracting of input

Of all systems studied, only 131 performs automtic in-
dexing on full abstracts. Those organizations using CAS tapes must, of ne-
cessity, auto-index the titles in order to derive terms for matching against
user profiles. All other systems either utilize the subject indexing per-
formed by others, or do original subject indexing. If externaly-assigned
index terms are accepted into the system, then profiles m st be drawn from
the thesaurus from which these index terms were assigned. The U. S. Arm
Biological Laboratory uses Medical Subject ( (MMSH), published by the
National Library of Medicine, to be coatible with the subject index terms
assigned to document derivative data obtained fr the MEDLARS program.
The U. S, Army Electronics C.o -nd and the system formerly operated by'IB(
(Owego) used the DDC thesaurus. Chemicals and Phosphates, Ltd., the sys-
tem formerly operated by IB4 (Poughkeepsie)g and Dov Chemical Ccupany utilizi
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the thesaurus published by the American Institute for Chemical Engineer-
ing. Some systems, such as the Bureau of Reclamation, NASA, the U. S. Air
Force Systems Comnd and Douglas Aircraft Company, have created their own
unique thesaurus, tailor-made to meet the subject requirements of the users
of their entire range of information services. Although many of these uni
thesauri have been built by extracting parts of other published thesauri,
the extracted terms take on new significance through usage and thus cannot
be used to advantage in retrieving materials indexed by the original the-
saurus publisher. For example, DDC uses the term "fibers" to describe do-
cuments on both single crystal whiskers, as in the title "Reinforcing Ef-
fects of Silicon-Nitride Whiskers in Silver and Resin Matrices," as well a.
documents on spun fibers as in the title "Fiber Formation in Web Spinning c
Polyacrilonitrile."

Some systems which utilize the CAS tapes will allow se.
lection to be based on the presence of author's name and source journal.
The service comeercially offered by the Institute for Scientific Informatic
is based entirely on the ability to select specific reference cited, spec-
ific author cited, specific author published, author affiliation and pateni
class and sub-class. There is no facility for searching journal articles 1
subject description. There is no reason why contract numbers, report seric
acronyms and other such descriptive cataloging information could not also I
utilized in both document and user profiles.

The system formerly operated by IBM (Chicago) allowed
the system's operating personnel to route documents to certain individuals
by Job classification. For instance, the profiles of various salesmen wert
tagged with the term "salesman", and any document which was thought to be (
interest to these people was similarly tagged. When the document derivat1
data was matched against all user profiles, all documents indexed by the
term "salesman" would automatically be distributed to salesmen on the basil
of the single matching term. In Luhn's original system description, he mWa
provision for the user himself to suggest other users who might be interesi
in receiving the same notification which he received. The capability fjr
referral of this type was not implemented by any other system examined thu!
far. No other system besides IBM (Chicago) and Luhn's original system taki
advantage of the potential for introducing the human element in the SDI
routing process.

In addition to perfoaming original indexing, some sys-
tems also assign weights or links and roles to index terms. The Bureau of
Reclamation imitates DDC's practice of attaching an asterisk to those inde:
terms which describe the document contents most aptly. Chemicals and Phos.
phates, Ltd. assigns a role code to each descriptor. Thus, water can be
coded as a solvent or a medium. An experimental modified link system was
used by one of the Douglas Division libraries, but the time spent in accu-
rately linking descriptors was a more significant problem than the false
drops occurring during the several years of program operation. For this
reason, the use of links by Douglas was discontinued. No system has used
a numerical weight assigned to each descriptor tc describe the degree to
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which the descriptor is applicable to the particular document, but the
Bureau of Reclamation and the U. S. Ara' Materials Command use an asterisk
to indicate the most pertinent descriptors.

The above discussion can be su~arized in the following
statements which emphasize the variability of the systems studied.

(1) Few systems accept externally-produced mag'netic
tapes.

Most systems prepare their own machine-rea.dAble
input.

Most systems use punched cards.

(2) Most systems disseminate only externally-autnorrd
information.

Few systems disseminate internalLy-produced in-
formation.

(3) Most systems put all document derivative data, in-
cluding an abstract, into machine-readable form.

(4) Most systems index documents by means of tr:rms
selected from a carefully controlled thesaurus.

Few systems rely on auto-indexing.

(5) Most systems accept information from multiple
sources such as Journals, books, technical re-
ports, patents, etc.

Few systems input only one source.

(6) Most systems input information which is normally
scanned or readily available to tie system's
users,

Few systems cover Zo':rnals or other sources wni.n
contain a relatively low percentage of ;er-,i-
nent information.

(7) Most systems do not exclude input information on
the basis of original publicatior date, but mozt
systems process a high percentage of recently
published material.

Since many of the choices exemplified by the above dif-
ferences in systems input have been made on the basis of personal preferen-z-

or expediency, there is no reason why the majority approach should be adopt-
ed in designing a new SDI system.
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2. User Profiles: Cons truction and Effect on Document/User
Profile Mtching

User profiles are predorinantly drawn by the combined effort
of the user and personnel associated with operation of the system. Long-
trz subscribers who have gained exlprience in the relationship between
t..eir profile and document profiles are capable of drawing satisfactory pro-
files without the aid of system's personnel. New subscribers, however,
?ust be guided very carefully in the selection of terms to be used in their
-rofiles; otherwise the results of dissemination tend to be narrower or
*c_-ader than desired. Most systems have a prepared form on which the user
:an sut At a profile in either duscriptive style or in the form of specific
index terms.

Of necessity, the structure and composition of the user pro-
.i le must parallel the structure and composition of document profiles pre-
;ared on the informtion input side of the SDI system. In preparing pro-
f .les to be run against CAB magnetic tapes, the user must supply all possi-
ble synonyms for the word or words that describe the concept in which he is
interested. To keep profiles to 'manageable size, CAS developed a computer
; rogrAm that would search for the occurrence of any title word beginning
with a certain string of letters. This eliminated the necessity for speci-
fying the same profile word with all possible endings. Former IBM programs
also allowed truncation of terms.

Due to the influence of Taube's original Uniterm concept,
several systems originally limited index terms to one word, such as the
early Douglas system, but most systems now accept multiple-word terms in
user profiles and use multiple word terms to index documents. In the cur-
rent IM system and the Chemical Abstracts system, the user can stipulate
.rat one term must follow another in order for a match to occur. In the
Chemicals and Phosphates, Ltd. system, the user can specify a certain role
for each term in his profile. In those systems using weights, each profile
term must be associated with a given weight value. In earlier 134 systems,
weights ranged from -9 to +9. The Iowa State University system uses a
weight ranging from 0 to 1. The Bureau of Reclamation system allows the
user to specify four descriptors with an asterisk to indicate the highest
2egree of importance. Those systems utilizing weights include the Douglas
Aircraft Company, Dow Chemical Company, former B14 (Chicago) system, Iowa
cate University, U. S. Air Force Systems Comnand, and the Bureau of Recla-

mation.

In systems using a Boolean search strateg, the Boolean com.
bination of terms must also be specified in the profile. Boolean search
systems include those of Eli Lilly & Co., the former IB (Poughkeepsie and
Yorktown Heights) systems, the NASA system and the present IBM (Yorktown
Heights) system. Although weights are used in the U. S. Army Biological
Laboratory system, the weights are assigned and profiles constructed in
a manner which implements a Boolean search.
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In those systems using a sun of vefgtted term%, r. f 4.
must alro contain a numerical value to indicate the threshold whic:. -ill
cause selection, if exceeded by the sum of the weights of matchir user pro-
file and document descriptors. In all systems but one which use numer4Ca±
weighting, the weights of matching user profiles and document descriptcrs
are sumed algebrically and conpxred against the threshold value specifled
by the profile. If the sum of the weights exceeds the threshold value, that
document Is selected for dissemination to that user. The one exception Is
the Iowa State University system in which the descriptor weights range fron
0 to I and are interpreted as the probability that a document containing one
of the weighted descriptors will be pertinent to the individual whose pro-
file is being matched. in this system, two descriptor weights are combined
by subtracting their product from their sum. In this wy, the weight for
each successive matching descriptor is added to the matching descriptor
weights combined previously. This formula computes the Joint probability
of independent events. Current research in lexicograpW and information re-
trieval, however, points out that the occurrence of one descriptor may not
be independent of the occurrence of another descriptor. For instance, if
the term "radar" occurs in text, the probability that other words like
set," "antenna," "range," is higher than in average text.

The Bureau of Reclaation and the U. S. Army Electronics Com-
mand are the only systems using a two-valued weight for both profile and
document descriptors. In the Bureau of Feclamation system, the user is per-
mitted to assign a high weight to four of a maximum of twenty profile des-
criptors. In experimental trials of the AraW Electrmics Commnd system,
every profile descriptor is assumed to carry a high weight. In both sys-
tems, documents are indexed with both high and low weight descriptors.

In Luhn's original system concept, selection was made on the
basis of a percentage of document descriptors which matched the user pro-
file descriptors. In this system, the user specified in his profile the
percentage factor which would determine, selection. I4 (Owego and Pough-
keepsie) followed this match criterion. Due to the marginal success of this
method, however, systems presently in operation do not use a percentage of
document descriptors matching profile descriptors as a selection criterion.

In systems using a Boolean match function, the user must spec-
ify which terms are to be "OR'd" and which terms are to be "AND'd' together.
These systems include the present IBM system at Yorktown Heights and the
systems at Eli Lilly and Co., NASA and the U. S. Arzy Biological Laboratory,
although the latter selection is implemented by descriptor weights.

In both the prerent IBM system at Yorktown Heights and the
former systems at IBM (Owego and Poughkeepsie), the user can specify terms
which must occur in the document description or term which should not oc-
cur, if selection is to take place. Thus, no matter what the sum of the
weights or the percentage of match, a document will be selected if there is
a match between document and profile descriptors which have been marked as
"mast" terms and a document will never be selected if there is a match be-
tween descriptors marked "not".
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In all systems studied, user profiles in eanci system have
tended to cluster to varying degrees. In some systems, the clustering is
so clearly defined that several user profiles could conceivably be combin
Into one profile. Both the Mitre system and the U. S. Air Force Systems
Cisnnd utilize this phenomenon by writing profiles for groups as well as
for individuals. This saves computer time because it reduces the total n
ber of profiles that must be searched. In m=W instances, tre similarity
between profiles can be ascertained by human inspection, but in systems
servicing thousands of users, such as that operated by I14, manual inspec
tion would be too cumbersome. Statistical procedures have been developed
for pattern recognition that might be useful, also, In determining the de
gree of similarity between profiles. This might be a profitable area for
further study because of the potential reduction that mig t be obtained I.
the total number of profiles contained In a single system.

In many instances, the similarity between profiles can be a
certained by visual inspection. But in systems servicing thousands of us
such as that operated by 134,. maual inspection would be too cumbersome.
Statistical procedures have been developed for pattern recognition which
might be useful also in determining the degree of similarity between pro-
files. This also might be a profitable area for further study.

3. User Response

By definition, an SDI system must allow for adjustment of u
profiles on the basis of the response received on previous SDI notices. '
degree of automation of this SDI function ranges from the completely auto
mated profile updating accomplished by the Iowa State University system t
the completely manual system operated in a pilot test by the U. S. A=W
Electronics Command. The Mitre Corporation system represents a unique ca
because provision for modification of user profiles was built into the sy
tem but profiles are not currently being mocifled.

Most systems provide the user with a printed form for indic
Ing the relevance of each SDI notice sent to him, and require that the fo
be returned to the system whether or not the notice was relevant,. In the
Bureau of Reclamation system, however, the user is required to return the
notice only if it was pertinent. Most of the forms contain at least four
positions for indicating whether the notice was

(a) of interest, document requested,

(b) of interest, document not wanted,

(c) of interest, have seen before, or

(d) of no interest.

The forms used by Iowa State University, IBM (Yorktown H'ights, Chicago,
and Owego), and the form formerly used by NASAj, were constructed in such
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way that the user could punch out a hole next to the appropriate cent.
The msnualjy punched EAM card (Port-A-Punch card)* could then be processed
mechanicaWl by EAM equipment.

In most ystems tne response form and the SDI notice are
printed in one operation on a nigh-speed line printer, but the exceptions
to this are the Bureau of Reclamation, which prints both notice and response
cards by offset techniques, and the U. S. AW Electronics Coi.d, vnicn
prints by standard office duplicating techniques. In those systems unic.
provide the user with a manually puncnable response form, the SDI no:ice
and form are printed on two separate I3M cards which fit side by side on
continuous-form-feed card stock. The Bureau of Reclsmation system prints
the response form and SDI notice on one IBM card, wnich is perforw:s. to fa-
cilitate separation of the notice from the response form. In tne 3ureau of
Reclamation, the former NASA, USAF Systems Cmand, Douglas, and U. S. ArMy
Biological Laboratories systems, the user notification is printed in a 3" x
5" card formt which can be separated along pre-perforated lines from the
response form.

Only Iowa State University uses the user response form to ad-
Just automatically the weignts assigned to user profile descriptors. All
other Systems require the user to indicate addition, deletion, or modifica-
tion of profile terms by writing these changes on the response form provided,
or by requesting the changes in a letter format. In all systems except
Mitre Corporation, the user can request changes In his profile oy specil ing
the addition or deletion of terms, by changing the weights assignet "-o terms,
or by specifying new threshold values. Systems using a Boolean search: stra.
tegy allow the user to modify the Boolean combination of-descriptors in his
profile.

In all systems, provision has been made for maintaining s.
up-to-date address list. Lack of feedback of change of address Inf-rmation
is a problem in every system. In most systems, the u3er address is =!a.-
tained in machine-readable form with each user profile so tnat adi.ressing of
user notices can be accocpliseed simultaneously with printout of az_. user
notice.

Users respond with general comments as well as specifIc pro-
file modifications and address changes. These occasion a persor.na :onsul-
tation with the user, if the response is very negtive. In tne U. S. AMr
Biological Laboratories and 13, (Yorktown Heights) systems and o:-r systems
of like magnitude, users are periodiclly contacted to solicit co-.nts on
the utility of the system. These comments y be used in impi:=en:,-.. modi -
fications indicated by a majority of the users. All systems tabu'-, som_
statistics which are used to single out individual who may t- b.'; --riencing
some difficulty with the system.

IBM trademark
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C. DQcawmw mniL xacm sTRA=!

.- re are three major search strategies used by SDI systems . These
can 4t ='es:ribed as: (a) Boolean, (b) MIST, !01, MW, and (c) weighted.
Z~rte systes use a combination of two of these search strategies.

A Boolean search strateg is one vhich combines user profile term
in a 3oclean function whose logical operators are AND, OR and NOT. The AND
opera'.or will caue selection if, and only if, both term in the expression
are ;.--sent in the list of document descriptors. The OR operator vil caume

if one or the other or both terms in the function are present in
he ±ccuent descriptors. The NOT operator will prevent selection if the ne-
gate! te-= is present, In all systems using the Boolean search strategy,
user prof±'.es are constructed from lists of descriptors which are ANDtd to-
wener or negated. Within each list the descriptors are OR'd together.
Anus, a question takes on the form (a or b or a) and (d or e or f or g) and
(not -or not 1), where a, b, c, etc. are descriptors in rthe profile. Chem-
.cas and Phosphates, Ltd. and Mitre Corporation permit only one list of
-!rms per user profile so that a document is selected if any one of the

ter.s in tne list is present in the-dociemnt descriptors. Eli Lilly & Co.,
N.A3, ZB. (Yorktown Heights) and U. S. AMl Biological Laboratories permit
tne construction of more complex Boolean functions. The Institute for Sci.
entific Information also uses a single-list Boolean search strategy, but the
terms CR' d together consist of personal author names, journal sources and
corporate sources rather than term selected from a controlled vocatlary.

The earliest system developed by Luhn and the 133 system formerly
opera;te. at Poughkeepsie used the MJST, NOT, MAY strategy in which selec-
tion was based on a percentage of document descriptors which matched the
user profile descriptors. The user could also specify an absolute selection
or relection on the basis of the presence of certain descriptors. Both
.VST and NOT terms override MAY terms. NOT terms override MST terms. This
strategy achieved marginal results because of the apparent unpredictability
of the pe rcentage-of-matching-terms selection criterion. Also, the ability
to select or reject on the presence of a single descriptor put undue impor-
tance on that descriptor. The user had to balance the undesirability of ob-
taiing too much inforation against the desirability of obtaining every-
tnlng -w.Icn was marginally pertinent. Many documents were rejected because
of the presence of negated terms which would otherwise have been selected
because of a high percentage of matching descriptors or the presence of
MUST terms.

By far, the most popular search strategy involves the ass igrent of
veignts to each profile descriptor. In the systems operated by Douglas
Aircraft. Company, Dow Chemical Company, the former 134 (Chicago), the U. S.
Air Force Systems Command and the U. S. Army Biological Laboratories, the
weig.ts assigned to those user profile terms which matched document terms
are sured algebraically and compared to a threshold value. If the sum of
the weie.ts equaled or exceeded the value of the threshold, the document VaS
selected. If the sum of the weights was less than the threshold value, the
document was rejected.
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Of the three search strategies, sufficient evidenc- is prer.n' tc.
conclude that the M=ST, NOr, MAY search strategy produces a system wnicn
is ultrasensitive to tne balance between relevancy w.i recall. 2y ve;ry
slight changes in the prcfile, a high degree of relevance can be obtained
with a high loss of recall. In order to improve recall, one must sacrifice
relevancy to some degree. With the Boolean search ttrategj, one can obtain
a higher degree of relevancy with better control over reca.11 at the sew
time. The use of weights yields a high recall with little sacrifice in re-
levancy.

The various IBM systems introduce random SDI notices in order to test
the system's efficiency. Random outputs are generated under the theory that
a high percentage of positive responses to rando notices indicates that
the particular user profile is incurring a low recall; that is, the percent-
age of relevant information retrieved from the entire collection is too low.
There my also be scme merit in introducing random notices to expose the
user to a cross section of all documents being put into the SDI system so
that the recipient can modify his profile to reflect a broader spectru
of information available in the system.

If a system of weights is used in the selection strategy, the sum
of the weights could be used as a relevance score by which selected docu-
ments could be sorted from highest-scoring selection to lowest-scoring selec-
tion. Then, the top ten or so selections could be printed out for notifica-
tion. This would be a feasible method for limiting the total number of se-
lections per user for each SDI cycle. Studies reported by A. Resnick and
C. B. Hensley (see Appendix C - Reference No. 67) and A. Resnick (see Appen-
dix C - Reference No. 66) indicated that approuimutely two-thirds of the
subjects tested did not want to place a limit on the number of SDI notices
received per week. The mean number of notifications received per week per
user, however, was 3.5, although there was a large variance among users.
It is probable that, in systems processing a large number of documents per
SDI cycle, some of the users would want to limit the number of notices sent
to them.

The present IBM system at the Thoins J. Watson Research Center, York.
town Heights, N. Y., and some of the systems based on input from Chemical
Abstract Service, allow the user to specify word roots and word sequences as
part of the Boolean function comprising the user profile. This facility is
useful in matching profile terms selected from an uncontrolled vocabulary
against terms found in normal text. By allowing the user to specify that
word B is to follow word A, document selections are prevented in which word
A follows word B. As discussed under user profile input, word roots are
useful for cutting down the size of the user profile, because a single char-
acter sequence can be used to express variations that occur in normal text.
The ability to detect word sequences and word roots is only necessary to
those systems such as IB14 c d C S. which search full text abstracts or uned-
ited titles.
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Relevance and recall are two measures of system efficiency which
have often ben applied in the analysis of retrospective information re-
trieval systems. These measures are equally applicable to the anal ysis ol
SDI systems. Relevance is defined " 'the ratio of the rnuber of relevant
documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved. Recall is
defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documnts retrieved to the
total number of relevant documents in the system. The relationship betwet
relevance and recall is such that any attempts to improve relevance usualJ
produces a loss in recall. To improve relevance, one must be more specif.
lc, but this can only be accomplished by narrowing the scope of the searci
On the other hand, if one wants to be assured that he is obtaining all re.
levant documents in the collection, he must specify a broader search, so
that documents will be selected that might be on the fringe of his area o
interest. By experience, it was found that the M iST, NOT, MAY search stri
egy was ultrasensitive to the balance between relevance and recall. For
this reason, the MST, NoT, MAY strategy is no longer popular as a sole
search strategy, although it is still used in some systems In conjunction
with the weighting strategy or the Boolean strategy, The Boolean strateg
has the capacity for obtaining high relevancy with tolerably good control
over recall. The weighting strategy is best suited to producing high re-
call with fair control over relevancy. On the basis of relevancy figures
published by the various systems, one cannot conclude that the Boolean st:
egy is significantly superior to the weighting strategy or that the weighl
ing strategy is significantly superior to the Boolean strategy because thi
number of variables in each system might account for local success with ol
system or the other. The user preference for the results obtained from u.
Ing one system or the other is very much dependent upon the activities en.
gaged in by the user. As an example, iadministrative personnel might be mi
satisfied with a high degree of recall and a reasonable level of relevanct
whereas research personnel might demand high relevance with a correspondii
sacrifice in recall.

D. DATA OUTPUT

Data output consists of notices sent to the user, hard copies sup
plied on demand, and statistical reports. Among the systems studied, the
is an extreme degree of variability in these three kinds of outputs in te
of both quantity and content. Each of these outputs is discussed under
separate headings below.

1, Uamer Notifications

All systems included, as a minimum, the title and descripti

cataloging information for each document. The latter includes the author
corporate or journal source, and report number. In systems based on CAS
NIX inputs, this is the only information provided on the user notice sinc

only this information is present on the input magnetic tapes. Most sys-
tems, however, also provide an informative or indicative abstract. An in
dicative abstract tells the reader wnat elements of information are con.
tained within the document, whereas an informative abstract provides some
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of the infozmtion itself. The Bureau of Reclanstion's system is most note-
vorthy for providing informative abstracts of considerable length, i.e.,
averaging vel over 200 words per abstract. Other systems provide informL.
tive or indicative abstracts &a they occur in the documents themselves.

For the most part, where abstracts are not provided vitn the
full text document, most systems create an indicative abstract. 1I34 uses
trained secretaries to create abstracts, whereas the Bureau of Reclamation
parcels out the abstracting task to members of the engineering staff unicn
is served by the SDI system.

Most systems also provide either the full set of descriptors
by which the document is indexed or the set of descriptors vhicn cause
selection. The former I14 (Chicago) system and the Iowa State University
system provide the latter. All other systems give the complete descriptor
list. The inclusion of descriptors on the user notIce provides the recip-
ient with an indication of the reason for selection of that particular docu-
ment. If the document notice is irrelevant, the user can request that thoset
descriptors which caused selection be eliminated from his profile. The sys-
tem formerly operated by NASA did not include index terms, but these were
later incorporated in the notice printed by their new system. The Univer-
sity of Iowa system also gives the weights assigned to all of the matching
descriptors.

The choice of what informative information to provide on tne
user notice must be guided by the objectives which the system is to accom-
plish. When input is accepted from outside sources, no more. information
can be provided on the notice than is present on the original input. But
for those systems which create original input, the system designer has the
option of disseminating outputs ranging fro self-sufficient informatlon
packages to rere indications of the existence of those packages. The Bu-
reau of Reclamtion has chosen the former route, whereas most other syste.s
have chosen the latter, even though they provide abstracts.

As mentioned previously, all systems except t&e U. S. ri'
Electronics Comand and the Bureau of Reclamation print tne user notifiz:-
tion and response forms directly on a computer driv2n line printer. Botn
the Institute for Scientific Informtion and NASA print on a paper form,
whereas all other systems print on card stock forms. The most popular ca.-
stock form size is the standard EM card. The utility of the notce t: -:
user is much enhanced by providing a notice that can be reduced to Z" x 5"
card size for manual filing. The Bureau of Reclamation and tne U. S. u-:v
Biological Laboratory provide notices in this form. Form-rly. NASA.. an t
printed in a 3" x 5" format, but discontinued tns practice for various
reasons.

The majority of systems print a on:- or two-line addr-ss ii-
rectly on each notice. Since the notic s are printed in user profl- nxr.-
ber order, the collation and packagin, of all notic:s goln:7 -o or.? -r -r
accomplished merely by bursting th, continuous fo-. feed output :ir. spa-
rating the stack of cards or forms into groups by profile ntrber. Sincr-
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notices are printed in document number order by the Bureau of Reclamtion
ir.d tle J. . ;r Electronics Couand, these must be sorted by hand into
;rcf"-e -.'btr order in order to collatc and package tne notices going to

. Statistical liporting

Mhe most cemonly rmported statistical information consists
T ta.t'lat ing thf? number of user responses of each type. Most systems so-

icit four types of responses (i.e., of interest, document not wanted; of
intertst, .ave se'n befor-; of interest, document requested; and of no in-

-st,. refinement of this type of reporting consists of adding together
.n.e nu::ier of responses in the "of interest" categories and dividing this

.. ir-. y the total number of notices sent to obtain an average relevance
pcrcen-sg_-:. Vbst systems also compute a relevance percentage for each
,ser, so nat unusually low relevance rates can be detected and corrective

as- izr s taken.

.For the systems listed below, the following statistics are
r-=:rtei in the documentation listed in Appendix B.

Bureau of Reclamation

Total notices sent
Total responses received
Total number of documents ordered

Dow Chemical Company

Number of notices of interest
Number of notices of some interest
Number of notices of no interest
Number of c ents

IBM - Present System

Total number of notices sent
Number and percent of responses returned
Number and percent of interest. with breakdown into

three categories
Number and percent not relevant

Iowa State University

Percentage of descriptors contributing to document
selection

Percentage of notices of interest
Percentage of documents ordered
Number of input documents
Number of documents selected for dissemination
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tigal Ar~utles and S~ce AmnistratigL

Percentage of document notices marked relev.-,t

U. S. Air Force Systems ::orzynd

Number of selections per profile ttrm

U. S. Army Electronics Coeand

Average number of notices sent to each user
Average number of notices of interest
Average number of documents ordered

Almost all of the systems studied keep statistical records
which reflect the operation of the system, but these were certainly not
freely reported in the open literature, except for a very few of the sys-
tems. Relevance figures reported range from approxim.tely 50 to 70 percent.
.lthough the former system at IBM (Pougdeepsie) reported a consistent 75
to e0 percent relevancy of notices sent, t.his figure seems unusually nigh
and might actually indicate the percentage of notices returned whicn were
marked relevant. This interpretation would lead to a relevancy figure con-
sistent with that reported by the present IBM system at Yorktown Heights.
The Yorktown Heights system reports that 51 .1 percent of the notices re-
turned were marked relevant for the notices sent describing IBM documents.
Relevancy computed on the basis of tne total number of notices sent on IBM
documents yields a percentage factor of 45.2. As mentioned previously, the
two methods of computing relevancy yield two extremely different results,
so that two systems cannot be compared on the basis of relevancy, if twn
different computation methods have been used.

The present IBM system automatically detects users who have
received no notifications in the current run, users who failed to return
their response cards within a specified period, and users whose nonrelevant
response exceeded a predetermined percentage. Other systems have similar
features to detect conditions which might indicate that modifications should
be made in tne user's profile. Iowa State University and the U. S. Air
Force Systems Command detect the number of profile terms that have contrib-
uted to the selection of notices. This information is useful in determin-
ing which descriptors infrequently contribute to selection so that these
can be weeded out from profiles. Several systems periodically issue statis-
tical reports to the user to indicate how the user's response and use of the
system compares with average uses and responses.

3. Copy Supply

The document copy supply problem is ever present in SDI sys-
tems, since many requests for the same document are received simultaneously
shortly after the conclusion of each SDI cycle. The problem is met in dif-
ferent ways by different systems. IBM puts all input docinents on microfilm
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and d1stributes a full microfilm collection to each location served by
the SI system. Microfilm copies offer the least expensive reproduction
method, if copies must be distributed to many locations. Once the mater
licroflm record has been created, subsequent microfilm copies can be re-
produced at a price in the vicinity of twenty cents per document.

Most systems rely on standard office duplicating techniques
for reproducing small numbers of copies of documents ordered. Price per
page on a Xerox 914 machine is five cents, not including labor. In systems
disseminating information on documents not on hand, orders for doc-nents
must be fulfilled on an individual basis by ordering from the source. For
those contractors or Government agencies utilizing Defense Documentation
Center or National Aeronautics and Space Administration, document copies
can be obtained at no charge, but a delay is incurred in ordering.

For those systems which disseminate information on Journal
articles, those Journals which demonstrate a high popularity can be ordered

--in multiple copies. Chemicals and Phosphates, Ltd. of Haifa, Israel ap-
pends a circulation list prepared by the dissemination system to each Journ-
al issue. The obvious disadvantage to this system is that the last person
on the list must wait a considerable length of time before viewing the
Journal article. If copyrignt laws are strictly observed, Journal articles
should not be copied without permission from the publisher. Some systems
ignore the document supply problem by stating at the outset that the user
is responsible for obtaining his own document copies frcm whatever source
he chooses and by whatever methods he has at his own disposal.

The number of documents ordered can be reduced by supplying
more information on the original dissemination cycle. The U. S. Air Force
Systems Comand will provide, at the user's option, document derivative
data only, document title and abstract only:, full document only, or any
combination of these three.

E. COST ANALYSIS

The only system for which a complete cost analysis could be ob-
tained was the IBM SDI-3 system written for the IBM 1401 digital computer.
Estimated monthly costs were given to process 50 abstracts per d~y-

Fixed costs were:

Personnel $4100.
3 IBM a26 typewriter card punches 480.
Puncned cards 50.
Contingencits 500.

Total $5130.
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Variable costs per 100 profiles at 5 notices per person per day
were:

8K 4 Tape IBM 1401 (5 hcurs per
day on extra snift, 4"% of prime
shift rental) $2200.

Forms 1100.
Photographic copies (900 sheets

per day) 800.
Contingencies 300.

Total $4400.

Based on these costs and conditions, tre estimated co5 per profile per
month is $9.53. As the number cf profiles goes up, the fixed costs quotea
above are distributed over tne larger number of profiles to produce a Iow-.r
cost per profile. Thus, for 2000 profiles, the unit cost is $7; and for
3000, the unit cost is $6.10. The cost per year for processing 12,00C doc-
uments for 500 profiles amounts to $92,40.

A reflection on these high costs is evidenced only by cryptic re-
marks in the literature. Quoting from a paper published by American Cyan-
imid (see Appendix C - Refezence No. 26) describing the use of SDI-3:

"The preparation of input presented some

difficulties. One peculiarity of the program
imposed certain restrictions on abstracting
procedures. Profiling terms of two or more
words must be coded to be read as one word.
Unfortunately consecutive word terms in an ab-
stract also require the same special coding in
order to match this type of profile term. As
a result use of cnemicaLl names of profile
terms must be very carefully handled. he
clerical work involved in keypunching and v-2r-
ification also added to the input problems.
The costs involve r-ave been very nigh. For
these reasons sucn a system could haF.1y be

considered a solution to a small information
center problem."

Quoting from another source (see Appendix C - Reftrence No. 24)
which describes the use of CAS tapes by Olin Mkthleson Chemical Corporatlion:

"Although we do not yct have enough data
to draw final conclusions, the most favorable
combinations of the four parameters (which
contribute to costs) do n-= appear to justi:.
the present cost of macnin- searcn. How-v-r,
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considerations of speed, available staff, ad
the alternative uses for the time consumed, if
each scientist were required to Make his own
searches, my justify the cost for machine
matching. The cost of operating second gener-
ation systems we contemplate may be less than
that of a manual system."

The above discussion should be sufficient to indicate that cost.
n, : trivial consideration in establishing an SDI system. Unit costs
;.-: le are considerably reduced if the fixed cost of input preparatior
as-ributed over a large number of profiles. For a system servicing a
.-cer of users, an attempt should be made to reduce fixed costs, since

'.e. . would contribute most to the cost of servicing each profile. On
.-,.er nand, a system which services a large number of users should stri

-c reauce the variable costs, which constitute a fixed cost per profile

Fixed costs are composed of the following elements: personnel
;;trvision, abstracting and indexing personnel, clerical personnel, keyl
sr .aper tape typewriter operators, materials, and contingencies. Maxi
.- ii!-zaticn of pre-abstracted documents would contribute substantially

rrauction in fixed costs. If a reproducible master is prepared by pho
copying techniques from already published abstracts, this would contrit
ar. additional cost reduction. Of course, not supplying the abstract al
wculd entirely eliminate the cost of creating and/or transcribing an at
st act. But this route might be undesirable in terms of overall system
ob ectives.

Variable costs are composed of these elements: computer procei
ing time, materials, reproduction, and contingencies. Computer time is
sumed in record-keeping functions, in execution of the match function,
in producing various outputs. Of the three, the time consumed in actus
selecting the information to be disseminated is neglible in comparison
the other two. Without sacrificing systems objectives, the only area
wnic: considerable savings could be achieved is in the area of output I
.ng. The following comparative table shows the cost of operating the 1
Ing cycle for 3CO0 input documents disseminated to 600 users who receii
average of 150 notices (containing an average of 1000 characters, each
tributed over 20 lines of text):

Computer Printing Costs Offset Printing Costs

Key and Verify
- on keypunch - on typewriter or Flexowriter

'4000 abstracts C 950=$2eS0. 3000 abstracts Cz 35 =$1050.

Record
- on magnetic tape - on offset masters

5 min. @ $120 /hr. =$ 10. 3000 masters C 100 =$ 300.
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Print
Pr an 1000 line per minute a en off"% pres

on-line printer

30 hrt. I $S./hr.= $2250. 15 rs,. *30./-r. $ 50.

"'MAL CWT $511C. $1800.

Cost Per Thousands of
Notices 156.78 $20.00

'I

Since most systems print the notices in usCrs' s3f uenc?, no further
work must be performed in collating the order for ecn user. When cards are
printed by offset press, howver, as in the Bureau of ?cclamation system,
the cards come off the offset press in docum.ent numbt-r sequence and must be
collated into orders for each user. This would be an additional cost to
the system which prints by offset.

rhe following times are quoted by the former IBM Cnicago syctem on
the IBM "401 computer:

1- seconds per abstract to auto-index, using an exclusion
list of 600 common words

60 seconds per abstract to auto-index, using a dictionary
of 2200 words and also an exclusion list of 600 words

.127 seconds to copare one average profile with one average
abstract

1 .8 seconds to print one average abstract

Douglas Aircraft quotes 15 minutes of IBM 7094 time and printing and assem-
bling time of I hour for an SDI cycle conducted for a typical library divi-
sion at two week intervals. This does not include the 45 minute run on the
IBM 7094 which produces the magnetic tape input for the SDI program. This
same program also produces output tapes for input to other programs which,
in turn, produce the acquisitions list, catalog cards, and a list of typing
errors. Eli Lilly & Co. quotes 4 hours of IBM 1401 time and 1.4 hours of
IBM 705 time to process one July, 1964 issue of Chemical Titles for 43 in-
dividuals witn 1 .25 requests per user and a total of 2100 key words. Each
issue of. Chemical Titles lists approximately 4000 titles with author and
journal sources.

Cost figures for most systems are non-existent. In some instances
where computer operating times are listed, one can obtain same idea of to-
tal costs, but the cost of performing indexing and abstracting is often hid-
den in the cost of operating other library services. If computer operating
times are taken from several systems, one obtains a better picture of the
overall cost of operations. Such %L comparison leads to the conclusion that
the cost data quoted by IBM is on the low side.
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In weighing the relative merits of various methods for accomplish-
ing the Individual functions of an SDI system, one mast consider the number
of users, the document input rate, and the average number of notices sent
per user. These factors will determine the cost incurred in terms of in-
convenience, if some of the operations are conducted manually. The incon.
venience must then be weighed against the cost of performing the same oper-
ations by computer.

F. MEASURES OF SDI SYSTE4S EFFICIENCY

Three measures have evolved for the evaluation of SDI systems effi-
ciency. These are the relevance and recall ratios, the dissemination ratio
and the selection-participation ratio.

1. Relevance and Recall Ratios

These ratios are used often in evaluating the efficiency of
the conventional retrieval system. The relevance ratio is the ratio of the
number of references deemed pertinent to the total number of references se-
lected. For instance, if the system retrieves 100 documents, but only 25
of them are pertinent, the relevance ratio is .25. The recall ratio is the
ratio of the number of pertinent documents selected to the total number of
pertinent documents in the system, For instance, if 100 pertinent document:
are known to be in the system, but only 5 are retrieved, the recall ratio
is .05.

The relevance ratio is fairly easy to compute, since the to-
tal number of documents retrieved is an obvious fact, and the number of
relevant documents retrieved is purely a subjective measure. The recall
ratio, however, is difficult to compute since the total number of pertinent
documents in the system must be determined by either examining all of the
documents or by appropriate sampling techniques.

2. Dissemination Ratio

The dissemination ratio is the ratio of the average number of
notices sent to the total number of documents scanned. For instance, if
1000 documents are scanned and an average of IOC notices are sent to each
participant, then the dissemination ratio is 10%. This measure indicates
the screening capacity of the system. That is, 90% of the documents are
eliminated from consideration by the user because of the operation of the
system. This measure does not take into account the fact that none or all
of the notices sent might be pertinent.

3. Selection-Participation Ratio

The selection-particgDation ratio is the ratio of the number
of des-riptors in the profile that participate in the selection of docu-
ments. For instancr.e, if .- profi-kL contains an average number of 30 term
and only an average of , t-rms participate in selecting pertinent documents
th--.n th- ratio is .2. A hiI ratio indicates that the profil is very
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efficient with respect to the particular data base. An efficient profile
indicates that each matching operation has a hign probability of yieldgr.
output. If the ratio is small, it means that the computer is searcng for
a match against subject areas that, in all probability, are not represented
in the data base.

In the ideal system, the following czaracteristi:s are --_r-
able: relevance ratio high, recall ratio high, dissemination ratio .'r,--
mediate, selection-participation ratio hign. If tre disseminaor. ratic
wer- high, almost all of the input documents would be dissemina:e2 to eac
user. Tis would indicate that there was no need for a dissemina1.n system,
since the user could do almost as well by accepti.g the total in-u:.

G. EFF=- OF SDI ON THE US.

The following discussion is based on "The Use of Diary an in-er-
view Techniques in Evaluating a System for Disseminating Techn.ca:_ :nforma-
tion,' by A. Resnick and C. B. Hensley, published in 1962. Altnou-- tne
paper states that "this study, though more sophisticated and better con-
trolled than some reported in the literature, still falls short of - iieZal
of a carefully controlled scientific experiment," it still remains one of tne
best studies on the effect of SDI systems on the user. The exper!=ent was
conducted on 45 IBM4 research personnel who had no previous familiarity with
the operation of an SDI system. Prior to their introduction to .- SDI
system, the subjects were asked to keep diaries for a two-week period of
all documents of a professional nature that they read. At the end of t'is
time, the subjects were interviewed regarding their reading and informaticn
gathering habits. Then the subjects were exposed for a 10-week peroed to
the SDI system. On the last fourteen days of the experimental perioa, tre
subjects were again asked to keep diaries of their professional rea.±inz.
At the conclusion of the experiment, the subjects were again -vrvwe'.
From the results, thirteen statements were hypothesized and te t:ritn of
these statements tested by a statistical analysis of the data co-ecte.

Hypothesis 1: "SDI-I, at an avera - proc-2ssinr rate_- of t-n; t.-
three documents Per week, does not afflct tae amount o: tim= useLrs r:- aa or
tn! number of reading acts." TrAs kypotnesis was found to be -
It appeared as though the SDI system caused a reallocation rat.er tnan an
overall increase of reading time.

Hypothesis 2: "Assuming that the analyzed diary periods contain
representative samples of the user's reading habits, SDI ro!alloc:e. rs inh-
time toward SDI documents and away from other sources of informx orno.
Even though thc_ participants may have tende: to k.lep more car' fu rfcori on
SDI it-rms read, this hypotnesis is supporte: by th-e data.

Hypothesis 3: "It is not the lack of time tc read tra;:- .-.
users from kt.eping abr-ast of thir ar-a cf work, but rt .-r no l.:.-: C:

ho fin: relavint .oc-nmnts." mpproximat., y -K' 4 tn s-2f -
pressed a willingness to look at five or rore -ioc=-nts per vw ek a t: 5.
at tn or more docum.nts pt:r week. s'. results would ten: to SU.' r - .
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.Ypothesis. The user accepts dcimentation from the system whether or not
.re 'nformation contained in that docmentation is directlr pertinent to a
-z'-!fic ;.cblem currently experienced.

HIpothes.s 4: "Users prefer a two-stage 0I system as opposed to
stnge etage system." Sublects ixposed to -. ,e one-stage SDI systeM accli.

rate to it, although tney initially expressed preference for receiving ab-
t..Ct5 first.

Fypotnesis 5: "Users do not want to place a limit on the number
:,f notifications received." Since the number of notices sent to each user
-'.s not n6ign during the test period, the trutn of this statement is not con,
e .usive, even though two-thirds of the subjects indicated that they would
not ilke to place a limit on the number of documents of which the SDI sys-
tt-m notified them weeky.

Hypothesis 6: "Users want to be able to obtain personal hard copie
. iocn.ents." Only 17% of the subjects were willing to receive a circu-

ite: copy. TVo-tnirds of tne subjects wanted a personal copy.

Hypctnesis 7: "Users are botn&ered by throwing away unwanted hard
copies." 67% of the subjects said that throwing away documents that were
cf no interest or use bothered them. Of these, 96% would have preferred
sending the unwanted documents back.

Hypothesis 8: "SDI conditions users to expect faster hard copy
service." Those subjects who had to order documents considered six days
a reasonable waiting period. Those subjects to which documents were auto-
maticealy supplied considered twelve days a reasonable waiting period.

Hypothesis 9: "Users are exposed to useless documents in the cour:
off their work, but they tolerate the present amount of trash." Approxi-
mately 40% of the subjects indicated that they received 5 or more document;
per week that were of no interest but this quantity did not bother them.

Hypothesis 10: "The present library function is to provide docu-
=ent in.rd copies on request, not to refer a document to a user." The IBM
.6library referred less than 1% of the documents read by the subjects to
tcose subjects. This supports the hypotnesis.,

Hypothesis 11: "In a mixed research and development group, admin-
istrative and professional time spent reading is independent of professio
age, managerial status, and degree level." For the subjects chosen, this
..ypothesis was true.

Hypothesis 12: "There is a significant time delay between the tit
users first order documents of interest and the time at which they actual]
read the document, even though there is little delay in receiving it." Ur
der tne conditions of the experiment, this hypothesis could not be adequa
ly tested.
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Hypothesis 13 deals with the effect on completeness of shrtening
the diary period and is thus only pertinent in the context of the athors'
study.

The above conclusions are extremely valuable in designing an SDI
system to meet specific objectives. No matter what objective the system
seeks to meet, hcvever, it seems clear that neither the number of documents

read nor the length of time spent in reading will br: materially influo~nc z.
It can be expected, tnough, that the direction of tre users' reaiinz :
will be significantly influenced. This factor -ust be conaidereci wna-n S--
signing an SDI system to cover documentation nut no.1.ally ces -  "
user. A finding that affects the cost of the systcm consiarAily :- tn:
fact that titles alone provide a sufficient bhis f-or d'eter=inin3 r..
vance of a complete document. A hypotnesis never suffic.intly" t-. (,
ever, is that providing a complete abstract of considr.rable inior-.±'v.
value results in a reduction in the number of hard copy ioc-u.ent:. cr

H. EFFECT OF THE USER ON OTHER INFORMATION ACTIVITIES OF TiE B-,.5

The document supply activity of the library is certainly most -.. o
ilv affected by the users' response to an SDi system. The U. S. Ar=v
tronics Command reports a four-fold increase in th number of docur,.e:nts
ordered from Defense Documentation Center as a direct result of opera.-*-.--
an SDI system. Before an SDI system is implem-nt..ti, the document sup;.
problem should be thoroughly examined to ascertain toat the library is
ble of implementing its stated policies on document supply. If the ib.-
states that its policy will be to supply documents on request in rtespcn2.
to feedback notices from the users of the SDl system, then failure to up-
hold this policy would have an adverse effect on the system's reception b.

MtI~uers.

What has not been reported is the effect tnat the user Las on l=-
brary reference services. The question one raight ask is, "Does Tne user --

an SDI system increase his use of other library referenc-_ servic_-z t n-
extent that the library whicn operates sucn a system should increas;-
reference staff in anticipation of receiving more questions?" Certain.',-
increase in reference questions might be expected bt-ause of tn l-r,:'
more direct effect on the user.

Another area for investigation is a study of the chngge in aut: -
of the user toward the library as the result of being exposed to SDI. :-
the user place more importance on the value of recorded information? Dc.z
the user assign a greater value to library services as the result of urn.-
an SDI system? The answers to these questions might be used to predict tL
change in the management support and use of the technial infor-ation s:.f:.
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IV. SDI SYSTEY. DESIGN CONSID-iI.-,: .ONS / .

A rcview of :=e syst rs in -urrent cp-r-4ion -.us - z-:te "
the desivgn of an 3DC syst .- resto primarily or, t:.,! ..-. :z ; blt :
. i.f p-.r-cnnel 'vulible f -.z, -&" .-n t. .-

.emn ;.-nd accEss to prurr-r-, itul comput'rrs, d2cc z.-c -
chin,,s, and grapnic r. protuction .quipient. Of s.zo- --
number of users zerivzi =d tne document Inrut dtmc :.~ ~2 :-

termine th. r.,nber of persor.ne. presently av ilunle "cr op..r I:iy i-n-
forfation system. Th-a iZ to say, he size of t. 1.ir.: .ff : uzsui1lv
proportional tc the n=umer of clients served =nd to tnt n.... :- input
documents processed. Design criteria for an SDI syste-m a;. IcL-l- to mos-
Army technical librari,-s is thus de-endent on present tez: -i' al llbra-i con-
fiurations stud-ld vita respect to personnel Lnd access -- ,? U.nd grapnic
processing equipment.

A. ACCZS TC GEP*:!C ?ROCFZ!1''3 ErUP YE ,

Almost every -:rZj ttch.icl library -as eitrer di-ect cr indirect
access to c.apric reprhiucticn cquip.ent. Fcr the most ;prt, lir-ct access
consists of a firm arrar4smcnt fcr using an office cc-yinF dv vce at a near-
by office. Some of t:e libraries pr.-vide p:iotocopfes cf lc'arna. irticlus
and selccta _DEg-as from books on a regular strvice basis to tn..-ir patron.
In the past few years, the widespread use of office copying equipment in tn&
Government -mas made available a wide variety of office reproducticn pro-
cesses to the libr4ry. Since almost all of the libraries arc located within
a research complex that requires the use of office reproduction equipment
in the course of preparing reports and maintenance of office files, this
equipment is, in most cases, readily available to the libra-y. Some of the
larger libraries own or lease equipment which is under their direct control.

Since graphic reproduction equipment is necessary to support the
publications effort of tne research group which is supported by the Army
Technical Library, this equipment is also available to the library. On a
scheduled basis, most libraries are presently utilizing this equipment to
produce multiple copies of accessions lists for distribution to its clien-
tele. Most Army technical libraries have the use of offset printing equip-
ment and facilities for making paper photo offset plates, althcurzh no li-
brary is large enoug]h to sustain a self-supporting reproduction shop.

In most installations, offset printing and plate-making is performed
by a service organization which supports an entire installation. Although
some installations have a priority system for performing reproduction ser-
vices, most installations run open shops on a first-come first-served basis
so that library reproduction requirements can usually be satisfied on a
periodic schedule.

B. ACCESS TO ADP EQUIPMM

Since the Department of Defense is one of the largest customers for
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ADP equipment, each of the Services is heavily endowed with programs, digi-
tal couputer equipment, and punched cerd equipment. Many systems alrea&y
use a digital computer to implement present library services such as retro-
spective information retrieval and the printing of custom prepared listings,
and for preparing library records, such as catalog cards and Journal sub-
scription lists.

Restrictions on the use of data processing equipment are in terms
of scheduling, total running time, and equipment configuration. Due to the
vide latituee in the types of equipment configurations available in the
Army and the tight scheduling of many installations, it is difficult to pre-
dict with any accuracy the exact configuration and probable sch~duling for
any one of the technical libraries. In view of this fact, the system to be
designed should utilize a minimal equipment configuration which is likely
to be available to most Army technical libraries and should make minimal
demands in terms of total running time. The system should also be designed
so that libraries currently preparing catalog cards on machine-readable
media can use this same information in the automated SDI system. Some li-
braries, like the U. S. Army Biological Laboratory and the U. S. Army Elec-
tronics Command, already operate an automated SDI system using input in
machine-readable form which has been prepared externally. The SDI systems
design should allow these agencies to integrate other kinds of input into
their present SDI system.

A minimal equipment configuration for an SDI system would consist
of a digital computer, at least three magnetic tape transports, a highspeed
printer, and punched card input/output equipment. From an waalysis of an
inventory of Army electronic data processing f! ilities, this minimal equip-
ment configuration was found to be available tolover 75% of the Army tech-
nical libraries who might use an SDI system. Because the system must also
allow the remaining 25% of the ArMy technical libraries to achieve some SDI
capability, the SDI system's design should allow for the substitution of
EAM equipment functions in the ADP processing steps in the system.

The only function of the SDI system which is extremely desirable to
implement by digital computer is the selection nanction. Although simple
Boolean functions can be implemented by the optical coincidence technique
(Peek-a-boo punched cards), the preparation of optical coincidence cards
is time-consuming and limited to very simple Boolean expressions. But for
a limited number of users and simple request types, optical coincidence can
be used to implement the SDI match function.

For small installations, it would be desirable to maintain most
files on punch.d cards rather than magnetic tape, because these can be mod-
ified most re .dily without making undue demands on a computer installation.
For instance, an aidress file for 1000 or less users would be more practice
to implement by punched card techniques, even though the same operation
could be performed by digital computer.

Th- m-:3Z-ty of libraries would require? less than one-half hour of
corp'.iter tir pi- 'cek to implemr.nt the SDI zatching function. This time



would double, or even triple, if other automatic record-keeping and sta-
tistical programs were built into the SDI system. Automation of these
auxiliary functions in the early stage of SDI implementation would Ulso
introduce problems in making the SDI system compatible with other mhnual or
automatic procedures, because the operational requirements of the 5LI sys-
tem itself will change with time and experience and these cnanges cannot be
anticipated beforehand. Thus, early programming of all functions would
eventually lead to extensive re-programming in order to modify the system
to accommodate unanticipated requirements.

C. PESOWEL

Most Army technical libraries consider themselves understaffed to
accomplish all the goals that they have set for themselves. Some libraries
are presently operated by only a single person or a small group of people
working part-time in information sapport activities. Thus it would not do
to design an SDI system which required present personnel to devote full-
time to the system's operation. Most of the work presently being performed
by the library staff should be directly usable in support of the SDI sys-
tem. For instance, present subject indexing, descriptive cataloging, and
abstracting should be extrapolated to the system rather than requiring a
separate and parallel input processing routine. Manual typing should be
kept to a minimum and all processes that can possibly be conducted by ex-
ternal service support branches should be designed in that manner.

One method of minimizing typing would be to design an SDI system
which could utilize directly all possible externally produced cataloging,
indexing, and abstracting, such as is available from DDC, NASA, CAS, and
other large information agencies which publish abstract journals.

D. VOCABULARY COKTROL

Of all the systems studied, those systems which operate from a con-
trolled vocabulary obtain the highest relevance rates. Although auto-
indexing can be accomplished on a digital computer as is done by IBM in its
consolidated system, the relevance ratios obtained are decidedly lower than
those obtained by systems working from a carefully controlled thesaurus of
indexing terms. For systems which desire to utilize pre-indexed material,
user profiles must be phrased in the same terms as the document input. This
requires the operation of an essentially dual system: Original indexing is
performed from an internal system's thesaurus from which user profile terms
are also selected; external indexing is accepted without modification, but
user profiles must be constructed from the externally produced thesaurus.
Computer programs could be written to translate profiles composed of inter-
nal thesaurus words into external thesaurus words, but the desirability of
writing such programs is questionable due to the high effort involved in
record updating. It would be desirable to create a system which uses only
one thesaurus and performs original indexing on all input, because of the
complexity of running parallel systems and the updating problems which are
incurred. This philosophy is also exte:ded to the indexing of different
types of material, such as books, journal articles, and technical reports.
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At present, many Army technical libraries utilize the Library of Congress
subject headings to subject index books, but use a modification of the M
thesaurus or other external thesauri index technical reports. Again, a
computer program could be written to translate from one to the other. Bu"
why not simplify matters by creating a system's thesaurus which incorporal
the subject matter described by both subject headings and descriptors?

The acceptance of machine-readable input in large volume usually
plies that the input is not closely tailored to the information require-
ments of the user. Therefore, the investment in original indexing of sucl
input might not be warranted. This situation is the only one which clear
indicates the maintanance of two separate thesauri: one covering the ex-
ternally obtained machine-readable input, and the other for original inde:
ing of documents not represented on the machine-readable input.

E. PROCESSING WORKLOAD

Since some input items might never be selected for dissemination,
SDI system should be devised in such a manner that investment in abstract.
ing and preparation of machine-readable input should be minimized until i"
is ascertnlned that the input will be selected at least once. The degree
of processing prior to the determination of a match against a user profil
should be determined by experience with the overall percentage of documen
which are selected for dissemination to at least one client. Since this
factor cannot be determined until experience has been gained in operating
an SDI system, the system should be devised in such a way that pre-proces;
routines can be modified easily during the early stages of systems imple-
mentation and operation. If, by experience, 95% or more of the input do-
cuments result in a match, then pre-processing of all input (including ab
stracting and descriptive cataloging) might be warranted. But if experie:
proves that' only 50% of the input results in a match, then pre-processing
should be delayed until after the match has been determined. Since origi:
indexing must be performed on all documents not accompanied by acceptable
index terms, the pocition of the document processing function in the sys-
tem's flow diagram can only contribute to savings in original cataloging,
abstracting, and reproduction master preparation.

As individual SDI systems develop within each Army technical li-
brary, there will be many incentives for trading SDI notices. To facili-
tate this exchange of notices, the SDI system should provide the widest
possible latitude in the restrictions on forest and content of the SDI no
tice. In recognition of the universality of the EAM cards in data proces
ing, the user notice and response form should be designed arcund this for
mat. The user noticc should contain no restrictions on the type of infor
mation to be included for dissemination (i.e., Journal articles, books,
etc.) or on the document derivative data printed, since information conte
and format might be dictated by the special requirements of individual
Army libraries. At a minimum, 'the user notice should contain a free fiel
for punching a user profile number and a document number. These two item
of information ahould be punched in the corresponding positions in the
response form. There should also be no restrictions on the format of the
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response form, except to designate the inclusion of t.he user profile num-
ber and the document number. These are the only restrictions that must be
placed on user notice and response form for the purpose of facilitating ex-
change of SDI notices between ir-lvidual Arm technical libraries.

At some time in the future, the larger information resources, sU::.
as NASA, DDC, AEC, CAS and NIM, and others, might produce and make avala-
ble unpunched EAM cards containing a graphic image of information to be
disseminated. (NASA formerly did provide STAR entries or. EAM cards for .s
in its own SDI system.) This might consist of what now constitutes a star-
dard entry in the DDC TAB or NASA STAR. Each Ar3W technical library couli
then perform an SDI match on document derivative data extractei from the
notice itself. The resulting distribution list could be used to collate
individual groups of SDI notices to be sent to each user.

The next chapter outlines a system which conforms to the above
functional requirements for Army technical libraries. The desi;gn provides
sufficient latitude so that any Army technical library can implement a de-
tailed systems design to tailor the system to their individual requirements
without going outside the basic framework provided.
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V. SDI SYSTEMS DESIGN

This chapter presents the design for an SDI system generally appli-
cable to Army tecnnlca~l libraries. The system is designed so that the fol-
lowing objectives will be attained:

(a) Each library will be able to determine the detailed effects
of the implemented SDI system on its own operations and also on the reading
habits of its technical clientele, and will be able to modify the system
to streamline processing operations.

(b) It will allow investigation of competing philosophies in the
design and operation of SDI systems in varied user envircnments, and the
selection of options to increase relevancy of output.

This system will also possess several sdditional design character-
istics, among them the operation of an SDI system at a reasonably low cost,
and the participation of the library to an extent which will not curtail
its normal functions.

In order to achieve very general capabilities for all Army library
systems, the SDI system design has been divided into two major processing
areas (see Figure V-1). These are areas of graphic processing and machine
processing. Whenever a new item is selected by the library for SDI pro-
cessing, inputs are prepared for both the graphic and machine portions of
the SDI cycle. Separation of these inputs is essentially a simple clerical
function.

The machine-processing segment of this system consists primarily of
a search for matches with descriptors in user profiles, and the generation
of printed instructions based on the results of this search. These in-
structions are later used to direct the generation of the appropriate num-
ber of copies of the desired abstracts, and their distribution to the ap-
propriate users. The searching function is typically performed on descrip-
tors assigned to documents and user profiles. However, it will be feasible
for a given installation to base its search upon other information or des-
criptive terms; author name, place of origin, contract number or patent
number are examples.

The graphic aspects of the SDI system are concerned primarily with
the reproduction and distribution of a notice sufficiently descriptive of
the document so that the user may make a decision as to whether or not he
wishes to see the full copy of the document, or sufficiently informative so
that the user will not need to see the whole document. Generally one would
distribute the title and abstract of the article, but it is equally feasi-
ble to distribute the title only. Likewise, for short documents, distribu-
tion of the entire contents of the document may be feasible.

The selection of the means of reproduction of the document descrip-
tion depends upon the individual installation's access to reproduction
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Figure V-1. The Concept of Graphnic and Macnine
Processing in the SDI System
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facilities, as well as the cost constraints which must be observel. It
is possible to reduce all inputs to this system into a standard 6rapnic
format, from which it can be pbotocopied and reproduced unto tr.e appropri-
ate medium. On the other hand, the original abstract appearing witn the
text of the document as received by the library msy be directly transcrib-_d
to the user notice by means )f xerography or any other inexpensive office
copying process.

Therefore, there are a large number of combinations of possible
methods to transform the information input into user notices. The c.oi:e
of a particular combination of methods rests with the individual insta.1la-
tion; however, the basic resolution of the system into graphic and machine
processes should be preserved.

The basic design of the SDI system is best presented in narrative
form. The user is referred to the accompanying flow charts (Figures V-2
through V-4) throughout the following discussion of the SDI system design.

A. INPUT PPEPARATION (See Figure V-2)

Information accepted by the SDI system consists of thre types of
information derived from books, journal articles, technical reports, pa-
tents, and other kinds of documents. The three types of derivative infor-
mation are:

(1) Descriptive cataloging information -- title, authors, cor-
porate or journal source, etc.

(2) Index terms (descriptors, Uniterms, subject headings)

(3) Abstract or extrat

The documents themselves may or may not be put into the SDI system, de-
pending on whether tne objective is to provide quick access to documents,
or merely to provide an indication that such documents exist.

Document derivative information can be obtained by copying direct-
ly from the document itself, or from published abstract journals, sucn as
the DDC Technical Abstract Journal, AEC Nuclear Science Abstracts, or CAS
Chemical Abstracts (this same information may also be obtained on magnetic
tape from these sources); or by performing original indexing from titles,
abstracts, or documents, and creating original abstracts from documents.

Depending on whether original subject indexing and/or abstracting
must be perform.d, information input can be classified into thr-e types:

Type I: Usable index terms and abstract are not available
Type 2: Usable abstract is availible, but no ind-x te.-s
Type7 3: Usable abstract and index terms are both avaiazl:-

It is presumed that, at a minimum, descriptive cataloging information
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(title, athors, etc.) is available in al cases, since tnis is absolutely
essential data.

In the systems description which follows, it is assumed that a very
high percentage of the input items will yield at least one SDI notice.
Later, alternatives will be considered in which tnis presumption is not
true.

For every input item which is not already in machine-readable form,
a worksheet is prepared that contains, at a minimum, descriptive catalog-
ing information (including any document accession number assigned by the
library). For Type 1 items, original indexing and abstracting is performed,
and this information added to the worksheet. For Type 2 items, the ab-
stract is copied and original indexing performed, and added to the work-
sheet. For Type 3 items, botn abstract and index terms are copied to the
worksheet. To this information is added a document availability code (i.e.,
library will supply copy on demand; library will order on demand; copy not
available) and a document type code (i e., Journal article, technical re-
port, etc.).

At this point, the worksheet might contain the information shown
in Figure V-3. The information will be recorded on the form by office copy-
ing techniques, whenever possible, or by handwriting, if a suitable graphic
image is not available for copying. The incoming documents are then phys-
ically placed in a special area, where they constitute the new document
pool. The descriptive cataloging information, index terms and codes for
document availability and type on the document worksheets Just prepared are
punched onto paper tape or cards in a special format which will allow the
computer to distinguish among the various data elements in this input.
When this information on all the document worksheets has been punched,
proofed and corrected, it is taken to the computer facility for processing.

B INPUT DATA REDUCTION

The first stage of computer processing of the input items consists
primarily of putting them into improved machine-readable form, and of up-
dating library history records to reflect the acquisition of new material.
The input processor program accepts as its main input the punched paper tape
or cards onto which all new items intended for SDI are recorded. This
punched record is read into the computer at high speed, one logical record
(i.e., one document description) at a time. The item is first assigned a
unique processing number (which it retains for internal machine identifica-
tion purposes) that is computed by taking the last such document number as-
signed incremented by one. Next, each descriptor fro the input record is
matched against a master file of such descriptors maintained on magnetic
tape. For each descriptor, this master file is searched until an identical
match is found. At this point the code number for that descriptor is in-
serted, along with the new processing number, into the record of the skele-
ton record file which is being created. After all such descriptors for a
given document have been looked up and coded, the complete document record
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DESCRIPTIVE CArALG ING INFDRKAIM :

Title The precessing system of reference.
Author Z. Karni
Publication date I May 1965
Pag6iation 7 p.
Source number AFWSR 66-024
Accession no. U-1356 (assigned by the library)
Order no. AD 6310391
Supplier DDC, CFSTI $1.50

:NDEX TERMS:

Precession; Differential equations; Equations of motion;
Integration; Motion; Vector analysis; Momentum.

ABSTRACT:

The use of a precersing system of reference in the solution of
inhomogeneous differential vector equations of the first and
second order is demonstrated. (Autnor)

DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY AND TYPE:

Copy supplied, on demand (CODE 1): Journal article (CODE J)

Figure V-3. Sample Worksheet Document
Derivative Data



is written on the skeleton doement file tape.. Note that this tape will
cont&in records which consist only of processing numbers and numerical
codes for the descriptors pertaining to that document. No text is In-
cluded in the skeleton file records.

Now all the information pertaining to the current document vnicn
was contained on the input record is transcribed onto m.gnetic tape in the
form of a record on the new acquisitions file tape. This file contains all
the pertinent information relating to every ite -m wnich nas been processed
by the SDI system to date. Document information is stored on this tape in
order of processing number assigned. In adlition to recrding this infor-
mation on magnetic tape, a printed hard copy record of the information per-
taining to the document is also written on tne highsp, ed printer. Follow-
ing this computer run, the listing thus generated may be taken to the li-
brary for updating of its acquisition records. The magnetic tape produced
should be filed so that it may be updated at the next SDI run.

Summarizing the computer operations to this point, we find that we
require the following inputs to the system:

1. A magnetic tape dictionary consisting of the descriptors in
full English text and the numeric code assigned to each.

2. A magnetic tape file consisting of pertinent information on
past items acquired for the SDI system.

3. The actual punched records containing descriptive information
for new SDI acquisitions.

As outputs from this phase of the computer run we have tne follow-
ing:

1. A masnetic tape file consisting of skeleton records describing
each of the input documents (i.e., processing nutmber and codes

for descriptors).

2. A magnetic tape file consisting of the old acquisitions file
(an input to this run) updated with the descriptive informa-
tion pertaining to new documents.

3. A hard copy listing of the information added to the new acquisi-
tions file.

At this point all manual and comnptrr-assisted preparation of in-

put for the matching function has been completed.

C. MATCHING BY COMPUTER (See Figure V-4)

There is a logical division at this point be!tw2!n tn_- pr-paration
and reduction of inpvt data for the SDI system, and beginning of the match-
in- function. In practice, however, it is not anticipated that a physical
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break in the runnin, .rocedure wil be encountered, since both phases
are being accomplished with the assis'nce of the computer.

We now process (by means of the matching program) magnetic tape
files containing the following information:

1. The skeleton document rile which waa prepasred in the !ast phase
of irput preparation.

2. User profiles, also in skeleton form, containing for each user
his unique user identification number and the numeric codes
for the descriptors in his profile.

3. A tape containing the full name and office address of each
user in the SDI system along with his unique identification
number.

The matching program reads one record at a time from the skeleton
dccument file described above. For each such record, all records in the
skeleton user file are considered, and items from the two lists of coded

descriptors are compared. If a match (acccrding to the algorithm being
used) is not found, the program merely proceeds to the next record on the
skeleton document file.

If a match is found, a note is made of the user number whose pro-
file matcied with that of the document. If this is the first such match

for this user, an address ceard is generated by searching the user address
file (indexed by user number) and punching a card on the on-line card
punch containing the user's full name and office address. In addition, a

user response card is punched, consisting of the user number and processing
number which constituted the match. Finally, after every user has been
passed for the current document, a set of reproduction directions is print-
ed on the on-line printer. These consist of the processing number, user
number, and quantity of the document abstract required.

D. SYSTE4 OUTPJTS

The computer processing of SDI information is now complete. The
remainder of the tasks to be performed consist partly of graphic procedures
(i.e., reproduction of document abstracts onto the desired paper forms),
and partly of card processing.

We will first describe the graphic operations which are to be
performed. The printing directions produced by the computer during the
last phase of the run are taken to the reproduction area for processing.
The contents of the document worksheets and new document pool are also made
available for reproduction purposes. The reproduction room staff locates
and reproduces the graphic image of the SDI notice for each document, ei-
ther from the new docment pool or the worksheets, through the folloving
process:



1. The processing number and quantity of each graphic image
to be produced are obtained fro the computer-printed
directions.

2. The processing number is looked up in the new acquisition
listing produced by tlhe computer in an earlier phase of
operation described above.

3. With the full name and identification of the document
at hand, the original document and its worksheet are
located in the new document pool.

It now remains to reproduce the desired number of copies onto the
appropriate paper medium. It is anticipated that this will be done in ei-
ther of two ways: by Xerox dry-copy process, or by photographic reproduc-
tion onto mats for offset printing. The determination of which method
should be used for a particular case is governed by two variables: the
lengh of the abstract to be copied, and the number of reproduced copies
required. If the abstract in its original size and format is sufficiently
small to fit on one side of a standard IBM card, and not too many copies
are required, then the Xerox process should be used, On the other hand,
if the original abstract is too large, or for other reasons cannot be put
on an IBM card, or if a great many copies are required, then the abstract
should be photo-reduced to the required size, and an offset mat prepared
for quantity printing.

After the required number of copies of each abstract have been pre-
pared, the processing number and user number pertaining to each card are
reproduced into these cards from the deck of computer-produced response
cards. The resulting card deck is merged via a card sorter with the user
address cards and user response cards generated previously, and the entire
deck is sorted by user number.

The final results will thus be:

1. User address card for each user whose profile was found to
match with at least one of the incoming documents.

2. A card containing a reproduced copy of the abstract of each
matching document.

3. A response card containing the user number and document num-
ber for each matching document.

After all these cards have been sorted by user number, each package may be
distributed to the addressed user via an internal mail system.

We will now examine in some further detail those data elements
which are exogenous inputs to the system just described (i.e., which are
not created by or maintained by the system itself).

The input of source items to the SDI system must be subject to
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some filtering process in order to remove in advance any information
which is obviously extraneous to the interest of the entire user group.
One simple way of accomplishing this function is merely to accept all docu-
ments contained in a specified list of journals, periodicals, etc. -nd/or
which are included under certain subheadings or subject indexes in abstract
journals. A more effective pre-selection process might be obtained by hav-
ing some professional or semi-professional staff members skim over the bulk
of input items to the library and de-select those which obviously have no
bearing on tne interests of the user group. The choice of the method to
accomplish this objective should be a decision variable left up to the li-
brary, based on its manpower capabiities.

Ti~e thesaurus listing and the coded descriptor file are merely
hard copy %nd magnetic tape representations of the same information. Botn
contain code numbers for, and English text of, all the allowed descriptors
in the official thesaurus. In the first case, the hardcopy listing is used
by library personnel to index incoming documents; in the second case, the
magnetic tape version is used by the digital computer to encode the des-
criptors into their numeric form.

Implied here is a master compilation of all allowed terms, under
the specific management of the library. It is essential that additions,
corrections, or deletions to this thesaurus be under the strictest super-
vision of the library. It is anticipated that this thesaurus will initial-
ly be compiled by the library staff, in consultation with the professional
staff members who will participate in the system, and in consideration of
existing thesauri such as those employed by DDC and other primary sources
of abstract information. Following this initial compilation, the thesaurus
will be updated or changed only in response to the wishes of the library
management, which should in turn reflect the opinion of the user group.
The physical thesaurus itself will be maintained on magnetic tape, and
programs will be written for its updating, maintenance, and hardcopy print-
out.

The library acquisitions file is, as discussed above, merely a re-
cord of the "vital statistics" of all documents which have been routed
througn the SDI system. It is thought that a hardcopy record of tris na-
ture will assist the library staff in keeping records of various kinds re-
lative to information which has been disseminated by means of the SDI sys-
tem. The physical file itself will be created and maintained by sub-
programs within the SDI system pre-processor program.

The user address file and the skeleton user profile list are sub-
sets of a more general list of information about SDI system users. This
more general file consists of each user's complete name and office address,
as well as a tabulation of all descriptors and weights in his profile. A
maintenance program will be provided by which this master file can be re-
duced into more rapid-access form (i.e., skeleton-format tapes). The In-
sertion and/or deletion of SDI users into/from this master file, as well
as modification of individual profiles, must be provided for.
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The matching algorithm which is to be used in the SDI system must
ce given careful consideration. It has been determined from study of the
&vilAble literature that tae utilization of "sophisticated" matching algo-
-.-'.ms dSos not appear to contribute significantly to the relevance or use-

L:\ness of the system's products. Moreover, in all such systems, there are
tc many uncontrolled vuriables that it is impossible to aacertain whether
or not the matching algorithm was responsible for correlation. Therefore,
a design is provided by which a given installation may implement at least
two different matching algorithms: one, a relatively simple um of weight-
sd matching descriptors, and the other involving Boolean expression evalu-
ation. It is possible that experimentation with these different algorithms
.aocn the user group may result in the emergence of one method or the other
as the superior algorithm.

It is generally realized that a number of statistics concerning
SZ1 system operation must be kept, if the degree of relevance of dissemina-
-.ed Information and the "success" of the system generally are to be ascer-
ai.ned. The user response cards will (.onstitute one measure of statistics
collection; the document worksneets and acquisitions listing may be useful
as others. However, the detailed implementation of a statistics-collecting
process should wait until the system operation has begun, and has reached
some kind of a "steady state". At such a time, it should become more evi-
lent Just what records are required for an intelligent evaluation of sys-
.em performace.

For the above system design, it was assimed that almost every in-
put item wouLd result in at least one notice. if the input information is
not pre-selected, or pre-screened, this may not be the case. Mny items
may not yield notices, since the document described may be of interest to
none of the SDI clients. To minimize the cost of input processing, the
6raphic processing and abstracting and descriptive cataloging functions
may be delayed until after the documents (or derivative data) are indexed
and the index terms matched against user profiles. Those items which are
not selected for notification .printing can be discarded. Selected items
can be abstracted, descriptively cataloged, and graphically reproduced in
:he required number of copies. These procedural changes do not in any way
affect the overall design of, or methods used by the system, yet they do
provide a reduction in input processing costs.
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APPENDIX A

SDI SYSTEMS SUNKARIES

At the onset of this project, an extensivc bibliographic sctrcn was
conducted to locate and obtain all the published literature pertineat to
selective dissemination of irformation. Documentation obtained as the re-
sult of this search was divided into two parts: those documents which de-
scribed the operation of a particular SDI system and those documents which
examined a particular facet of SDI. On the basis of a preliminary analysis
of the documents, a data collection form was developed and duplicated. A
sample of the form, as completed by Mr. Warren B. McBlirney for the Bureau
of Reclamation System, is shown in Figure Ai.

Using the preprinted form as a guide, a complete analysis was per-
formed on all available documentation. One form was completed for each sys-
tem studied. At the conclusion of this analysis, personal visits were made
to various installations and additional information was also collected by
telephone contact and by mailing a copy of the preprinted form to the man-
agers of selected systems. All information collected on each system is
summarized in the following condensed data sheets. Wherever information is
lacking, the corresponding heading is omitted. It should be noted that
some of the su.m~ries represent data collected from documentation (Code B),
personal visit (Code V), correspondence (Code C), or telephone conversation
(Code T), or any combination of these, as noted under the heading, "Infor-
mation Source" on the condensed data sheets.

Although the systems operated by IBM at Chicago, Owego, Poughkeep-
sie, and Yorktown Heigkts Advanced Systems Development Division are now
consolidated in the IBM system operating at the Thoms J. Watson Research
Center, descriptions of these systems are included, because they contain
operational data that is valuable in designing an SDI system. The follow-
ing is a complete list of the systems studied:

American Cyanamid Co., Organic Chemicals Division, Bound
Brook, New Jersey

Chemical Abstracts Service, Columbus, Ohio
Chemicals and Phosphates Limited, Haifa, Israel
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Missiles and Space Systems

Engineering, Santa Monica Division, Santa Monica,
California

Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan
Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, Indiana
IM Advanced Systems Development Division, Yorktown H tghts,

New York
IM Data Systems Division, Poughkeepsie, New York
IBM Federal Systems Division, Space Guidance Center, Ovego,

New York
IBM Midwestern Region Sales Office, Chicago, Illinois
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I34 Technical Information Fetrieval Center, Thomas J. Watson
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York

Institute for Scientific Information, Automatic Subject
Citation Alert (ASCA), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Iowa State University, Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
Mitre Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, College Park,

Ihryland
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., E.R. Squibb & Sons Division,

New Brunswick, New Jersey
Sandia Corporation, Livermore Laboratory, Technical In-

formation Division, livermore, California
U.S. Air Force Systems Command, Deputy for Foreign Techno-

logy, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio
U.S. Army Biological Laboratories, Fort Detrick, Maryland
U.S. Army Electronics Comand, Information Office, Technical

Information Division, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamtion,

Denver, Colorado
University of Pittsburgh, The Knowledge Availability Systems

Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Although this list of systems does not represent a complete list-
ing of all automated SDI systems in current operation, these are repre-
sentative of current trends in SDI systems design. It is recognized that
many important systems unknown to the authors have been omitted from this
study. Even-after the publication of this report, however, the authors will
continue to maintain, an interest in SDI and will welcome receiving additional
data and descriptions of systems.
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SELCTVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS SURVEY

I. General Information

A. Name of the system Current Awareness Program- -Selective
Dissemination of Information

B. Location Office of Engineering Reference, Bureau
of Reclamation

Organization

City Denver

State Colorado

C. Manager's name Warren B. McBirney

D. Telephone number 303-233-3611, Ext. 6592

E. If the system is part of a Manual and machine-based retrieval of
larger, integrated infor- technical information
mation system, what other
services or products are
offered?

F. What is the latest
systems documentation?

II. Information Input
(Please provide sample)

A. What types of publications Preprints, reports, translations, journal
constitute the input? articles not readily available to most

technical personnel

B. What is the basis for Input oriented to agency's water resources
screening or selecting development mission, with latitude to ac-
the input? commodate administration, management,

writing, reporting, etc.

C. What levels of personnel Professional employees with bachelor's
perform the screening or degrees or better in specific subject areas.
selection?

Figure A-i. Sample Data Collection Form
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D. How are the publications Inhouse-generated publicatio,-s are informa-
abstracted, indexed, or tively abstracted and indexed with descriptor
otherwise characterized with review by professional employees in Cff
for machine input? of Engineering Reference; all others are indi

ativelv abstracted and indexed with descripto
within Office of Engineering Reference.

E. Wh~t device is used for Abstracts, indexes, and bibliographic data
mchine input? prepared on punched paper tape for future co

version to magnetic tape; presently, punched
cards are used for machine input to magnetic

F. What are the character- tape.
istics of the system See sample page. Direct entry, for coordina
thesaurus? indexing and retrieval; 3, 200 terms with use

references and descriptor grouping.

III. User Group

A. What types of personnel Engineers, scientists, and administrators
make up the user group? in water resources engineering work.

B. How many users are there, Currently 2,200 users; unlimited as to popu-
and how many can there be? lation.

C. Where are the users Throughout 17 Western States, Alaska,
located? Hawaii, and Washington, D. C.

D. What are the subject Planning, design, operation and maintenance
interests of the users? and research on multipurpose water resourc,

projects.

IV. User Profiles
(Please provide sample)

A. How does the user submit See sample profile form. Narrative stateme
his profile? provided by user.

B. How is the user's profile User's profile indexed with Reclamation's T1
B. ise saurus of Descriptors by professional emplo.
indexed? in Office of Engineering Reference.

C. What limitations are Interest profile limited to 20 terms, four of
placed on profile make-up? which may be asterisked to indicate primary

fields of interest.
D. What are the average

profile specifications? Prospective user prepares narrative state-
ment without review by supervisor; most
oriented about very specific technical inter-
ests requiring indexing in depth. Users re-
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V. Selection Criteria

A. What basis is used for See sheet on matching criteria.
matching profiles against
document descriptions?

B. What control does the None directly; criteria set by study of
user have over the number of matches and thereby dissem-
matching criteria? ination volume.

VI. Profile Maintenance

A. How is the user profile Profile may be changed upon request by user
adjusted to reflect at any time; position changes are frequently
changing interests? noted and user so affected is invited to chang(

his profile.

B. How is the user's address By use of personnel roster and changes in
kept up to date? office code number.

VII. Statistics Computed
(Please provide sample report)

A. What statistics are Statistics accumulated on SDI card dissemi-
accumulated? nation, number of documents disseminated,

and user interests in card information. See

B. How are they used isample SDI report form.

modifying the operating Analyses compare current results of monthiy

characteristics of the disseminations with long-term statistics to
system? determine whether serious departures occur.

Special computer printouts are used to eval-
uate user's profile as an indicator of the neec

V111. Products Disseminated for chan
(Please provide sample)

A. What items of information See sam',le SDI card, RECAP.
are included in the
notice to the user?

B. What provision for feed- SDI card has stub return features to request
back is included with the copy of document or to indicate interest
notice? only.
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IX. Hardware and Softvare

A. What data processing Honeywell H-800 and H-Z00, card punch
equipment is used? equipment, and Flexowriter.

B. In what programing COBOL (compiler) and ARGUS (machine
language are cclputer processing)
programs written?

X. Statistics Collected from Operation

A. % of notices resulting in:

Positive response 471

Negative response -

No response 42%

Request for document 11%

B. Notices/User/1000 Docu- 172
ments

C. Machine time to: Past statistics not meaningful since only
9 months' experience had with Honeywell

Match 1000 documents equipment, and programs are still being

Process-in 10 adjusted for better efficiency. Recent

documents run on 50-document input indicates that SDI
card cost is approximately 13 cents.

Print one notice

XI. Comments
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SDI SYSTE4 DESCPIPTIONS

American Cynuamid Company
Organic Chemicals Division
Boundbrook, New Jersey

INFORMATION SOURCE B

CURR NT STATUS Active

DOCUMENT INPUr

19 Journals of genera. chemical nature. 9 Journals were abstracted
from cover to cover during a trial period. 10 Journal titles were added in
January 1966.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Each abstract contained an average of 150 words and was enricned by
addition of an average of 10 descriptives taken from the whole text of the
article.

USER POPULATION

A pilot run was conducted with tnirty men from a.l areas of research
and development who ranged in academic level from B.S. to Ph.D. As of June,
1966, 45 new subscribers were added.

USER PROFILES

Users were allowed to specify exact terms, route terms, and conse-
cutive word terms. Each term was weighted witn weights ranging from minus
9 to plus 9. Users could also specify WST terms and NOT terms.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Profile changes were received via a response form printed out witn
the user notice. Users could specify three types of positive response and
one type of negative response.

DOCLi4NT/ROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

Terms in the user profile were matched against the entire abstract,
descriptive cataloging information and descriptors for each document. Se-
1t ction was based on comparing the algebraic sum of the weights of matcning
terms against a threshold stated in tne user profile. If a MST term was
specified, th documcnt was select2d for notification regardless of weiGn-ts.
If a NOT term was present, tht document was deselected regariless of wei.t.
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Fi&; rr IBM 1401 Computer

American CyanArmid Compa.ny nas discussc- the possibility of utiliz-
-r ma:.-ine-readable output fro Cnemical Abstract Service.

-emical Abstract Service

OClumbus, Ohio

INFORMATION S0URCE B and C

CX.?flT STA"US Active

DOCt)D INUT

Chemical Abstract Service processes 690 current journals covering
cnemistry and cnemical engineering and 500 journals covering the literature
on tne interface between organic chemistry and biochemistry, including ef-
fects of organic compounds on animal and plant systems, and in vitrochemical
reactions of organic compounds of biochemical interest.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Document input to Chemical-Biological Activities includes title,
sumary, author names, molecular formulas and keywords. Input to Chemical
Titles includes document title, author and source.

USER POPULATION Government agencies and industrial concerns

USER PROFILES

User profiles are specified in narrative style for individuals,
groups, or whole organizations.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE Users may adjust profiles at any time.

DOCUM T/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

Boolean search is performed using the functions AND, OR or NOR
with a weighting factor.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

Notification can be in the form of author indexes, bibliograpnies
or Key-Word-In-Context indexes or any combination of the three.
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EUIPK4T IBM system 360/40.

COMMENTS

Chemical Abstract Service will supply one-time or continuing
searches on the magnetic tupes it gEncrates in the course of put2'ani'
Chemical Titles or Chemical-Biological Activities. It will also supply trne
tapes themselves. A wnc'le family of SDI systems has grown from the use of
CAS tapes. Chemical Abstract Service nas also participated in the design
and programing of SDI systems based on the use of its tapes.

Chemicals and Phosphates Limited

Haifa, Israel

INFORMArION SOURCE B

CURRENT STATUS Unknown

DOCUMET INPUT Journal articles and books

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Key words are selected from the American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers Thesaurus and assigned a fixed character code. One digit role code
is added. A zero punch indicates term negation when used in conjunction
with the single digit role code. Up to two codes with role indicators are
punched on one card for each document.

USER POFJLATII

About 100 professional p.:ople with widely diversified interests
currently use tne system.

USER PROFILES

Profile cards contain up to 12 codes per card. Terms are selected
from the A.I.Ch.E. Thesaurus.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

The user may indicate change of profile on the return stub of the
notification.

DOCUKENT/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

Match of a single key word causes selection. Use of the role indi-
cators limits output somewhat. If the document does not matci any profile,
a printed reference is sent to the technical information department.
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DOCtN Mr SUPPLY

Journal articles are routed automatically on the basis of standing
orders and SDI selection. Thus, SDI notice for a journal article acts to
key the user to look for articles in the current journal issue that will be
circulated to him in the near future.

EQUIPWT IBM 1401 4K core storage; no magnetic tapes

COHMENTS

This is the only system reporting the circulation of journals on
the basis of SDI selection.

Douglas Aircraft Company, Incorporated
Missiles and Space Systems Engineering
Santa Monica Division
Santa Monica, California

INFORMATION SOURCE B

CURREIT STATUS Active

DOCUMENT INPUT

Technical reports only; no books, journal articles or others. 500
additions to their master reference file every two weeks.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

The Uniterm method of subject indexing is used. Abstracting is not
performed.

USER POULATION

125 individuals and organizational units whose interests are re-
search, engineering, testing, and production of air frames, missiles and
space vehicles. Subject fields include astrophysics, biomedical and life
sciences, electronics, flight mechanics, propulsion, and structures.

USER POFILES

Users are interviewed by retrieval specialists and verbal descrip-
tions of information required are translated to descriptcrs selected from
a controlled source.
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PROFILE KIINT , CE

Individuals resubmit profiles if results are poor and on occasion
submit minor revisions.

DOCUkI'r/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

The user can specify the number of retrievals desired, what library
division tape to be searched, date parameters and wnether output is a card
or a list. The sum of the weights of matching descriptors is used for se-
lection. Profiles may also contain negative terms.

DOCUMENT SUPPLY Documents are supplied on request from the librar.

STATISTICS ACCUIATED'

Report on deleted profiles, the number of profiles on record and for
each profile, a list of the accession numbers selected, and tie interest
shown by the user.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

The notification consists of a library card containing the accession
number, corporate and personal authors, title, pages, date ani descriptors.
Response card contains options to indicate documents of interest -- notify
when available; document of interest -- but not wanted; document of interest --
have seer. copy; or -- document of no interest.

EQUIPMENT IBM 704 CDC 160A; IBM 7094 - 1401

RESULTS IRE-RTED

50 to 60 relevancy. Some profiles obtain 914 relevance. For in
individual branch library, the total running time was 15 minutes every 22
weeks. Printing and assembling take about 1 hour. The bibliograpaic pro-
gram takes 45 minutes onan IBM 7094 every 2 weeks.

Dow Chemical Company

Midland, Michigan

INFOR ATION SOURCE B and V

CURRENT STATUS Active

DOCUJ?4J INPUT

Input to this system includes information contain-d in C:.mical
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Titles and Dow internal information. Tapes are purchased from Chemical Ti-
tles and hence cover the 600 to 700 Journals covered therein. Additional
aterial is being considered. No screening is done as far as individual
tsms are concerned. Magnetic tapes are purchased with the material already

o . r.em .

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

The words in the titles of all articles and reports covered are se-
-e Ctd. To this index are added Journal and author nams. Since titles
are used, no vocatulary control is exercised.

UiL? ?OPULATION

Research scientists, chemists, biologists, mathematicians, physi-
cists, sales personnel, physicians, virologists, marketing research person-
ne*, corputer personnel, etc., are all users of this service. There are at
::resFrnt about 200 active users and the system is set up to handle any num-
ber. Users are located throughout the U.S. at the various Dow locations.
-rt sAuject interests of tne users are varied but in general they include
:-i.-stry, physics, mathematics, biology, medicine and pharmaceuticals.

U POFILES

The user may submit his profile in several ways. He may do so dur-
'nz a personal interview in the course of which he is guided in his word

se.2.ltion or where he merely submits a list of words indicating the combin-
-.icns for which he wishes to search. No indexing is done to user profiles.

=ist submit it in indexed form. Words are split to conform with the
slstem employed by Chemical Titles. Users can use any words they wish.
T.ny may use as many words in one profile as they choose as well as authors'
.ar.es and Journal codes. An average profile Includes about fifty terms but
;rofiles range from 4 to 30C terms.

?7-FILE MAINTENANCE

Any time a user wishes to make any additions, corrections or dele-
ticns to a profile, he submits them and they are made before the next search
is .nder-taken. Any address change must come from the user and then it is
,;n.dled in the same manner as any other profile change.

D C>:-EN/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

The weigt-hit level concept is used. Each profile is assigned a
nit level and then weights, both negative and positive, are assigned to the
words so that the combinations of interest equal or exceed the hit level.
Weliz:s and hit level ma," be manipulated to effectively indicate the degree
of similarity desired between doctuents and profile.
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DOCUMENT SUPPLY

Since tne library does not ve copies of all documents, tne respon-
sibility of locating copies fulls on the user.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED

Statistics are accumulated on tne following items: number of refer-
ences printed as hits on each profile, number of hits that were of inter-
est, of some interest, and of no interest. General information is also tabu-
lated, such as average number of words per profile, average number of hits
per person, etc. Figures shoving percentage of hits that were of interest
are used to determine if the system is operating correctly (a sudden drop
for a number of individuals indicates something amiss). Tnis figure is
also used to determine if individuals should be encouraged to modify pro-
files and to determine if new sources of input are necessary.

USER NOIFICATION AND RESPONSE FOPM

A user receives with his notice the title, author, Journal name,
volume number, and inclusive pages of the article. The card is dated and
there is a memo which indicates the issue of Chemical Titles in which the
reference may be found. There is identifying information on the card, such
as name, address and profile number, along with a hit total which is the
total weight associated with the article. The card is a 4"x6" sized card
which may be filed or used to request a copy of the article directly from
the library. The incorporation of abstracts is being considered. A tear-
off stub is affixed to each card on which user is to indicate if article
is of interest. There is a space for the comments which may also be used
for requesting profile changes.

EQUIPMT

A Burroughs B-5500 Computer is used for the entire operation. Al.
programs are written in Algol 60 with some sorting procedures written in
Cobol.

RESULTS REPORTED

The entire group has an average interest figure of 58%. Those that
have been on the system nine months or more average 70% of interest and
about 86% respond regularly with feedback information. Out of an average
of 400 input items, 85% of the users will retrieve an average of 39 items
per person, although the range is from I to 360.

CCMMENTS

The system is very satisfactory and has been readily accepted.
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Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

INEDEMATION SOURCE B

CURRENT STATUS Active

DOC1rN INPUT~

Magnetic tape records from Chemical Titles published by Chemical
Abstracts Service.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING None is performed.

USER POPULATION 43 members of the Eli Lilly scientific staff

USER PROFILE

The individual served is asked to describe his scientific interests
with a set of words that would, in his opinion, appear in the titles of pa-
pers. The set of wcrds he provides is checked manually against the indexes
of Chemical Titles. The editorial modifications (spellings, word roots,
synonyms) are submitted to the requester for his approval and the edited
list of words is incorporated into the request file. The requester can use
author names, also. Average user profiles contain "3.2 terms per profile --

an averge of 1.2 profiles per user.

PROFILE MAINTEANCE

Each individual may add or remove words from his request vocabulary
any time he wishes.

DOCU?.EiT/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

Provision is made for simple inclusion, exclusion and negation.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED

4 hours of 1401 time and 1.4 hours of 705'time were used for 55 pro-
files containing 2100 terms for a single issue of Chemical Titles which con-
tains approximately 3200 titles.

USER NOTIFICATION AND REPONSE FORM

When a match is achieved, the key word, journal code, requester, and
his department number are written on magnetic tape. Authors and full title
are added by table lookup. Journal codes are converted to accepted ACS
abbrevi.tions for Journals. After October, 1964 each selected ref-rence wit
all its attendant information was printed on a separate card and sets of
cards were distributed. The participant keeps the cards of interest in his
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card file and returns card stubs as an indication of his action.

EQUIPMEN

IB4 1401, 4K memory; IBM 705, 40K memory; I13 729 Model ! tape drve
at 556 characters per inch tape density.

RESULTS REPOIRTD

There has not been unanimous support from the scientific staff. A
few prefer the printed edition of Chemical Titles. Some nave been entnu-
siastic about the idea of receiving selected titles, but feel the biocnem-
ical or biological interest is not covered adequately by Chemical 1--:-es.
Others who have been unwilling to put in the effort required to ottain a
good key words vocabulary or have been unwilling to restrict the scope of
their interest have been inundated by references. Some subjects fields
are not as specific or as well defined as others, and this has created some
difficulty in key word building for certain individuals.

COMMETS

There is a decided difficulty in maintaining a balance between re-
call and relevancy ratios, when an uncontrolled vocabulary is used for in-
dexing and searching.

IBM Advanced Systems Development Division

Yorktown Heights, New York

INFORMATION SOURCE B

CURRENT STATUS

Inactive -- Merged into IBM TIRC, T. J. Watson Researn Center

DOCUMENT INPUT

30% internal reports, 25% internal patent disclosures, 44 derivei
from 45 professional and technical journals, 1% contributed azrticles fro
participants in the system itself. Input rate between 500 and 63C reports
or articles per month.

INDEXING AND ABSTFACTING

Controlled vocabulary consisting of words or phrases up to 12C char-
acters in length. (Form--r system used truncatr-d single wora descr- -rs.j
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U3E POPUJLAXION

Over 1200 scientific, technical, and administrative perso-,.i.

USER PrQFILE

User can elect to prevent selection of notices for wtich hardcopy
documents are not available. Profile consists of descriptors, multiple de-
scriptor phrases, authors, corporate and journal source., and contract num-
bers. User specifies MUST, NOT or MAY terms. User can t.pecify absolute
numb'_r of notices that will be acceptable. Sepate profiles are miintained
for eacn user interest. Profile descriptors are edited against a dictionary

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Computer analysis used to monitor user and system performance. Usei
submits profile changes on response card.

DOCUENT/PROFILE MAICH STRATEGY

At every SDI run, random selections are made. NOT overrides 11ST
and MAY; MUST overrides MAY. All multiple-descriptor phrases are consid-
er-d MUSTS and selection is made if at least 70% of descriptors match in a
multiple-descriptor phrase (3 ou" of 4, 5 out of 7, etc.). MAY terms must
match up to user stated threshold.

DOCUMENT SUPPLY

Hard copy supplied on request for 50% of input document as long as
supply lasts. Copyrighted materials not duplicated.

STATISTICS ACCU14LADE

Profile descriptor with date added and/or deleted; number of times
match occurred; records of all noticr isued, with dates; type of user
response; date docu=ent copy was sent requested).

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

2 IBM cards printed side by side by high-speed lineprinter. User
notice includes 3-line title and descriptive cataloging information, 16-1Lne
abstract, and 2-lines of profile descriptors which match document descriptoi
Notice printed in 3"x5" card format. Response form is Port-A-Punch card,
pre-numbered and pre-punched with a serial transaction number. (Uscr notice
formerly printed by multilith.)

EQUIPMENT

IBM 7090, 32K memory, 8 tape drives; IBM 1401, 4K memory, 1 tape
drive; card read/punch and higpspeed lineprinter.
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RESULTS REPORTED 70-755 relevancy (result of earlier system)

COj 4JS

To test desirubility of tre system, ±ivisions were required to pay
a subscription fee for SDI service. Number of users dropped from IC to
700. Of tne 400 subscribers lost, 200 nad been transferred to another divi-
sion which operated its own SDI system.

IBM Data Systems Division

Poughkeepsie, New York

INF C RATION SOUCE B

C URRENT STATUS

Inactive -- Merged into IBM TIRC, T. J. Watson Research Center.

DOCLh4E T INPUT

IBM foruml technical documents, IM patent disclosures, 134 inter-
divisional meeting minutes, IBM informal and progress reports, government
reports obtained from DDC, NASA and other agencies, technical society re-
prints, cooperative exchange documents from universities and research organ-
izations, and books-from 7 IBM libraries. Investigating feasibility of
adding 700 journias.

INDEXING AND ABSrRACrING

60-vord abstract, descriptive cataloging information, and 14-27
applicable descriptors selected from 4500 terms extracted from the A.I.Ch.E.
Thesaurus and 2000 IBM supplemental terms. (Up to 3 terms may Le assigned
which do not appear in the Thesaurus, but these are not used for SDI match-
ing.) Professionals at two locations perform indexing.

USER POPULATION

450 engineers and scientists in DSD, plus others in two other IBM
divisions (46 building locations).

USER PROFILE

Prepared from questionnaire and personal consultation. Terms 3e-
lected from A.I.Ch.E. Thesaurus and IBM Supplement. Profile contains MUST,
NOT, and DOIATIVE terms plus hit level.
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PRO0FILE MAINTF2IMICE

Feedback from user plus statistical analysis of response level and
profile match level.

DOCUME0AT/P1R0FILE MAT'CH STRATEGY

Hit level of percentage of document descriptors mtching profile
descriptors (I/D) IMPERATIVE (overrides I/D), MUST (selects, if I/D exceeds
threshold) and NOT (overrides I/D).

DOCUMENT SUPPLY

24-hour hard copy supply (35,00 pages reproduced/month), lons of
coyrighted documents, microfilm at DSD laboratories.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED User responses

EQUIPMENT IBM 1401

RESULTS REPQRTED 75-80% of notices are considered relevant

CCEFNITS

High relevancy ratio might be computed by dividing total number of
responses marked "relevant" by total number of responses.

IBM Federal Systems Division
Space Guidance Center
Owego, New York

INFORMALTION SOURCE B

CURRENT STATUS Active

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

A professional cataloger performs abstracting, descriptive catalog-
ing and indexing. Terms are selected from the DDC thesaurus or from the
text. Text terms are added to an open-ended thesaurus.

USER POPULATION

100 individuals or department representatives.
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USES PROFILE

Terms are selected from open-ended list or MC thesaurus. User
specifies hit level.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE Profile changes indicated on response form.

DOCL MXF/PROFILE MATCH STR~ATEGY

Selection is based on percentage of document descriptors matching
profile descriptors which exceeds thresholds stated by user.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED
List of descriptors and documents matched an also list of docu-

ments not matched.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

Dual notice/response form, printed by computer on side-by-side IBM
cards. Notice contains 3-li1e title, descriptors, descriptive cataloging
information, and abstract (printing uses full IBM card). The response form
is a Port-A-Punch card.

EWIPMENT IBM 1401-7090

RESULTS REPORTED

Of 10,267 notices sent, 7,396 responses were received, of which
5,105 were marked of interest. Relevance rate 49.8%.

IBM Midwestern Region Sales Office

Chicago, Illinois

INFORMATION SOURCE B

CURET STATUS

Inactive -- Merged into IBM TIRC
T. J. Watson Research Center

DOCUMENT INPUT

Pertinent items selected by IBA specialists in th# Midwestern
Regiona! Office from approximatel; 15C publications. Each specialist is as-
signed 2 or 3 publications for revi-w. Tz.e publi-ations inzluJ.' th Wall
Street Journal, Fortune, Sales Manam.nt, Harvard Busine~ss Feview,
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Cosrunications of the ACM, American Documentation, Mnagement Science,

Control !nrineering, Meat Packaging, etc. Many items are from newspapers.

IND--INI2 AND ABSTRACTING

Ar-ticles are extracted into less tnan 200 words by three sec.-:tarl
Specialists underline key sentences, mark significant paragraphs, or write

evaluative conents. The secretary indexes and also adds terms from an II
thesauraus of 200 descriptors based on product and application marketing

lines. One girl can scan an article, type the extract, and supply descrij

tors for 20 articles per day. Additional index terms are assigned by con-1

Scanning of the abstract and comparing abstract terms against a 600,-word
exclusion list and a dictionary of 2,200 words.

USER POFPUATION

378 marketing persoanel. Plans are to expand to 2,80C persons.

USER PROFILE

user may have up to 35 profiles, each containing no more than 5(
words of no more than 38 characters each. Most profiles contain no more
than 20-30 words. Users average 2 profiles each. The user assigns a weif

to each word. Truncated terms are accepted.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE Changes received on response form.

DOCU't4ENT/PROFILE MATCH SrRATEG

Weights ranging from minus 9 to plus 9 are assigned to each profi:

descriptor by the user. The user specifies a threshold Vnich, if exceedec

by the sum of the weights of profile descriptors matching document descri]

tors, will cause selection.

DOCUMENT SUPPLY

i1% of respondees requested fall-size documents.

STATISTICS ACCL4UQATED

For each notice sent, the user's name and location, notice number,

abstract number, and matching descriptors. Plans are to add number of

occurrences of user profile words that appeared in abstracts considered o1

interest and of Aio interest.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

Notification contains final descriptive cataloging information,

abstract, matching profile descriptors in 3x5" card format. Notification

and response form printed side by side by high-speed lineprinter.
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EQUIPME(T

IBM 1401, with four (4) IBM 723 2-tape .rivcws an-4 :or- m nory.

R ULTS REPOTD

Of 26,300 response forms returned, 11f of Intercst - iducucnt re-
quested, 48% of interest - document not requestt-, 7$ of inttrest - nave
seen before, and !4% of no interest. System selects 5% of input for each
user.

COMMENTS

.127 seconds needed to compare one average profile against one

average abstract. Abstract is printed in 1.8 seconds. This is the first
operational SDI system which indexes automatically from abstracts. Auto-
indexing takes 16 seconds per abstract, using an exclusion list of 4CC com-

mon words, or 60 seconds per abstract, using exclusion list plus dictionary
of 2,200 words. Exclusion list alone indexes an item by an average of 41
key words. Combined exclusion list and dictionary produce 22 key words per
item.

IBM Technical Information Retrieval Center
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, New York

INFORMATIO SOURCE B, C, and T

CURRENT STATUS

Active -- Absorbed 4 systems formerly located at Chicago, Pough-
keepsie, Yorktown Heights, and Owego.

DOCUMENT INPUT

IBM research and engineering project files, IBM tecnnical reports,
IBM invention disclosures, IBM released publications, IBM suggestions,
technical press log, non-IBM technical reports, selected U.S. patents,
and abstract/index bulletins. Non-IBM reports are selected from many
journal and magazine articles, government reports, and various university
and college reports and theses.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Descriptive cataloging information and the complete author abstract
are keypunched in upper and lower case, variable word-length format, and
processed by computer to assi.:re that the data is in machine-readable format
and accurately represents the original data base. The processing uses the
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computer for validity, sequence, and spelling checking. In spelling check-
ing, the new words being processed are compared against a master list
(10,000-15,000 words) of correctly spelled words. Any mismatch is printed
out for human examination to determine if they are misspellings or are new
words. These mismatches carry the document line and word information to
permit keypunching corrections. Upon completion of the IBM 1401 processing,
the binary coded decimal tapes are converted by an IBM 7090 into binary tapes
for searching.

USER POPULATION

IBM scientists and engineers at all IBM installations. Three satel-
lite operations at San Jose, California; Endicott, New York; and the World
Trade Laboratory in La Gaude, France. 1 ,200 users are located in the U.S.
and over 250 users are located in Europe.

USER PROFILE

Users submit information profiles on a special I13M form which con-
tains blank space for the user name, man number, position or title, Job
code, department name, building and location, telephone number, I4 division,
Job data, and manager's approval. The user submits his profile in narrative
form. Specialists at the information retrieval center code the textual
profile into a computerized profile. Boolean logic, adjacent word logic,
individual words (such as technological terms or authors' names), and MUST/
NOT logic are used in coding, the profile. Boolean logic (AND/OR) can be used
with single words as, for example, (information or documents or data or
literature) and (retrieval or retrieving or searching or search or searchers).
Adjacent word logic allows retrieval of two-word sequences, such as informa-
tion retrieval and variants such as (information or literature) (retrieval
or searching or search). The latter would retrieve documents on information
retrieval, information searching, information search, literature retrieval,
literature search, and literature searching. Boolean logic can also be used
with multiple-word terms. NOT can also be used with AND or OR. MUST can be
used to specify selection on the basis of a single or multiple word term re-
gardless of word search criteria.

PROFILE MAINTEVANCE

The Port-A-Punch card feedback from the user, plus statistical
analysis on notices sent, is used as a check on the validity of the notices.
The user may submit a profile change on his own initiative or the user may
be contacted by systems personnel who solicit a profile change because of
adverse results indicated by user feedback or statistical controls.

DOCUMENT/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

The computer program looks for a match between single and multiple
word tems in tne user profile and terms in tn- narrative abstract. Match-
ing terms are analyzed to determine whether threy satisfy tne single word
and adjacent word logic specified in tnc profile2. If a sufficient number
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of logical statements is matched, the abstract is selected for dissemina-
tion. The user can specify the number of logical statements that must be
matched.

DOCUMENT SUPPLY

15m microfilm cartridges or reels are distributed to 2, library
locations throughout tne United States and foreign locations. These reels
contain all IBM originated documents and those non-IBM documents whose
reproduction is permitted by copyright and material that is releasable
to foreign nations. Documents are filmed in entirety and are available
to the user for his viewing and imnediate reproduction of selected pages.
The local library satisfies the hard copy requests.

STATISTICS ACCUMLAT

Statistics are accumulated for each of tne major data bases and
for each individual user and all users combined. The statistical pro-
gram supplies the total notification sent out, number and percentage of
response cards returned, number and percentage of interest (with a break-
down into document not needed, send copy, and have seen document before),
number and percentage not relevant, and, in addition, a list of users who
received no notification in the current period, any users Who failed to
return their response cards within a specified period, and those users
whose "not relevant" response exceeded a predetermined percentage.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

The user notice contains descriptive cataloging information, the
author abstract, and the words in the user profile which matched in the
author abstract. It also contains a note on the document availability, such
as "not microfilmed." A response form is a Port-A-Punch card with punching
positions available for abstracts of interest (document not needed, send
copy of document, and have seen document before), abstract not relevant to
my profile, and coments for address change.

EQUIPMENT

The system currently used ij an IBM 7090-1401, but plans are under
w y to convert to an IBM 360 system.

RESULTS REPORTED

Statistics are reported for February through September of 1965.
The table of statistics is reproduced below. It snoull bc noted that the
percent of relevance column at the right indicates the ratio of notices re-
turned, marked relevant to the total number of notices returned. If rele-
vancy is calculat:d, as is done in many syst-tms, by c-al-u1atin;, th. ratio of
notlcs marked r~levant to tn- total numbe!r of notices s2nt, tn.: percent re--
vancy for IBM, non-IBM, and invention disclosure s would be resp±ctively,
45.31t, 48.0%, and 41.7%.
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SUMMAFY OF CIS RESPONSE STATISTICS
February-September 1 965

Not N. 1ot
Data Base Sent Returned Relevant Invalid Relevant Relevant Felevaw

IBM 91,867 52,815 41,564 1,277 9,974 18.9 81.1
Non-IBM 43,472 27,500 20,854 541 -,105 22.2 77.,
Inv. Discl. !6,480 21,277 15,241 851 5,185 24.4 75.9

COMBINED 171,819. 101,592 77,659 &,659 21,264 20.9 79.1

Institute for Scientific Information
Automatic Subject Citation Alert (ASCA)
Pniladelphia, Pennsylvania

INFMATIOCt SOJPCE B and C

CUR1ZT STATM Active

DOCU T INPUI' Journal Articles and U.S. Patents

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Document input is descriptively cataloged. Patents are subject.
indexed as wel.

USER POPLATI

Government and c ercial institutions, by subscription.

USER PROFILE

Six different types of profiles can be constructed.

Type 1 -- What journal article or U.S. Patent refers to documenl
Type 2 -- What journal article or U.S. Patent refers to a dwwn

whose first author is X?
Type 3 -- What journal article or U.S. Patent is authored by XT
Type 4.-- What journal article or U.S. Patent was sponsored by

organization X?
Type 5 -- What U.S. Patents were assigned to organization X?
Type 6 -- What U.S. Patents fall in Patent Office Main Class or

class X?
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PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Profile changes can be cubmitted a. any time.

DOCUOT/POFILE MATCH STRATEGY

An exact match is required between the item designated "X' and
the corresponding item in a U.S. Patent or Journal article.

DOCtENT SUPPLY

Documents are not supplied by tha system.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

The user notification consists of a preprinted form, headed with
the nme, address, and account number of the user, the reporting date and
the number of Journal articles and U.S. Patents processed. For each item
identified in the search, the original question and the citing article
are printed.

COWENTS

This is one of the first cowercial SDI systems.

Iowa State University
Ames laboratory
Ames, Iowa

INFORMATICN SOURCE B, C and T

CURRENT STATUS Active

DOCUMEnt INPUT

Research and development study in the physical science fields;
books on all phases of engineering, mathematics, and data processing;
handbooks of tables and dictionaries.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Abstracts from Nuclear Science Abstracts were key-worded or in-
dexed following the guide line prescribed by the European Atomic Energy Cca-
munity (EURATOM) Thesaurus. The system will accept any document, abstract,
key word, etc., in a KWIC or Science Citation Index Source formt. The for-
mat and sequencing uist follow the same restrictions required for KWIC in-
dexing.
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WO OPULATION

Nine subjects were tested in an initial pilot test.

USS PROFILE

Each profile contained approximately 25 words or word clusters.
About 1/3 of the profiles used in the experiment were chosen by persons
with experience In the subject area involved. The remainder was selected
by persons not actually working in the particular subject area, but having
a good concept of what people working in the area were interested in and
were working on at the present time. Profile words or word clusters were
each assigned an initial significance value. Profile words could be trun-
cated as well as full English text words. Significance values (weights)
range between 0 and 1-4 significant figures. The user may have as many
as 99 individual profiles. A word cluster may consist of 2 to 6 words
and each word can consist of any number of characters. Each profile is
limited to 10,000 words or word clusters. Single words may be negated.

PROFILE MAINTE(ANCE

The significance value for each term was automatically incremented
or decremented when positive or negative response was received. In addi-
tion, users could specify additions, deletions or modifications in the
wording of their profiles. The value of the increment or decrement to
each weight is determined by the original value of the weight according
to a trigonometric function. Larger Inqrements or decrements are added
to or subtracted from a significance value of .5. Increments or decre-
ments are less for significance values in the vicinity of .9 or .1.
At the option of the system operator, no response is interpreted as a nega-
tive response, which results in a decrement to all descriptors in the user
profile which resulted in the selection of that notice. For profile descrip-
tors which did not result in the selection of a notice, a dIfferent but
slower increment function operated.

DOCUMr/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

Originally, the threshold for selection is set at .5. The sigmifi-
cance values for matching descriptors are added by subtracting the product
of two significance values from the sum of these significance values. If a
third profile descriptor matches, the significance value of that descriptor
is added to the previously accumulated sum according to the foregoing sum-
minui.-product formula. Thus, the summation formula represents the total
probability of the union of two or more events.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED

In the pilot test, statistics were accumulated on the number of runs
required for a profile word to r-ach its equilibrium and the selection par-
ticipation ratio (percentage of profile words participating in document se-
lection).
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USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

The notification consists of a limted amount of the original docu-
ment, plus the threshold value, sigificance value of the first eight words
or word clusters which were used in the su a ion, the user's name and ad-
dress, and user's profile number. The response form contained options for
marking document of interest -- copy requested; document of interest -- not
requested; impartial response -- don't adjust profile; docuent of no Inter-
est; user above is absent; and conents. A Port-A-Punch card was used as a
response form.

EQUIPMENT IBM 7074, 1OK memory, 12 tape drives

RESULTS REPORT=)

Experimental results, using 9 scientists as subjects were reported
as follows:

SDI Run No. of No. of Term Run Time % of
No. Input Titles Notices Sent Participation (Min.) Interest

1 1,197 311 8.8% 63 554
2 1,198 151 --- 42 65%
3 4,176 119 8.8% -- 59%
4 1,861 659 14.0% -- 52

COMMENITS

This is the only system reported in which weights assigned to pro-
file terms are automatically incremented or decremented on the basis of pos-
itive or negative response from the user. Results from operation of this
system indicate that automatic modification of weig.ts achieves reasonable
relevancy of output. Profile words reach equilibrium after 1 to 5 dissem-
ination cycles.

The Mitre Corporation

Bedford, Massachusetts

INFRVIATI ON SOURCE V

CURRENT STATUS Active

DOC1I-= INPUT

The entire library input of contractual report litcratur-.
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INDE(ING AND ABST?.XMNG

The DDC Thesaurus is supplemented by Mitre identifiers.

USE POPUL;XION

This system disseminates to approximately 20 groups of profession
and engineers. The clienLele hus wide interests in electrical engineerin
comunications, automatic data processing, information retrieval, etc.

USER PROFILE

The user either selects descriptors from the thesaurus himself, c
states his information requirements to an information specialist who inde
these statements with descriptors from the thesaurus. Approximately 35 d
criptors are used per profile. Descriptors consist of single and mutipl
word terms.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Although the capacity for changing profiles is built into the cow
puter programs, operating personnel at present do not know how to accompl
this.

DOCUMtNT/PROFILE MATCH SRATEGY

A document is selected if at least one descriptor in the user prc
file matches one of the descriptors attached to the document.

DOCUMM SUPPLY

Document copies are available from the library on demand.

STATISTICS ACU)nLATED

No statistics are accumulated.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

The user notification assumes the form of a classified accessions
list which contains the date, department number, number of copies request
department head; and for each document referenced, the corporate author,
tle, personal author, library accession number and date of publication.
Responses from clientele are received via Codaphone, located in the libra
At periodic intervals, the co nts made on the Codaphone are played back
the appropriate action taken, which, for the most part, consists of delv
ing documents.

EQUIPMENT

A K 1410, with magnetic tape units.
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RESULTS REPORTED

50 to 10G documtent rcou'. . r-celvd .' r mcntn.

National Aeronautics and Space A.=inistration

College Park, Marland

INFOPMAlICN SO ZCE B and 7

CURRENT STA:--S Active

DOCUMENT iNPLJr

World-wide scient1 ic d technical acrosace r-.ports ..nounIei in
the STR and Internationul Arojz.ce .Lstract., i.e., &rz'tning iublised on
aerospace.

INDEXING AND 3-'7EACTING

Documents are indexed and abstracted by specialists in the v-al
fields which make up the broad aerospace categorits. Doc'_mtnts are n
from a controlled vocabulary consisting of single words and phrases.

USER POPULTION

700 scientists and engineers at 22 widely separated locations, who
are active in the field of aerospace technolcgy, materials, systems campo-
nents, engineering and physics, chemistry, etc.

USER PROFILE

The user describes his interest in his own words, or phrases his in-
terest in terms of the controlled vocabulary. The user can specify single
and multiple word terms, terms logically AND'd together, MUST terms, and
NOT terms. He can also include contract numbers. Profiles constructed by
the user are computer checked against an allowed list of terms. If terms
are not on the allowed list, they are printed out for review. Terms found
in the dictionary are assigned a unique code.

PROFILE MAINTMANCE

Profiles are reviewed by NASA specialists. No mention of the method
formally set up for handling user requests to change profiles was made.
Mention was made, however, of contacting the author of inappropriate pro-
files by phone or letter.
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DOCLUNT/PP'oFILE 4ATC SATREGY.

MUST terms will cause selection over all other criteria. Two-to-
three-terms phrases must match entirely. Three-to seven-term phrases need
match only partially on any combination of terms in the phrase, i.e., a 6-
term phrase requires match of any four terms. The us,?r can also specify a
fixed number or all terms in the profile to match. NOT terms can be AND'd
together. A Boolean search strateg is used for matching all other terms
vhich are not MJST or NOT terms.

DOCLXMT SUPPLY

Nil size copies of documents will be supplied on demand.

STATISTICS ACCUMKLATED

The average number of matches per person per 1,000 documents and
the percent of notices relevant.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

For each itLem disseminated, a continuous listIng is Mad.-- consisting
of descriptive cataloging information and d-_scriptors. Th- continuous form
feed listing is published on a 3-part carbon set. The response form iS in-
corporated in the right margin of the user notification. The user retairs
the top copy and sends the second and third copies to thre library. The li-
brary keeps one copy and sendz one copy to the NASA Docu-.-nt Facility. The
response form has three columns for indicating doctLment "of no interest,"
document "of interest" (requested or not requested). Formerly, each individ-
ual item was printed on a 3x5 card format. ani containd an image of the cor-
rcsponding STAR entry. The primary difference between outputs is that STAR
entries contain an abstract instead of descriptors.

EQUIPYMT IBM 7094

RESULTS REPORTM)

50% to 60% relevancy. 40% did not respond at all. 15% to 18%
requested documents. Ther? are 20 to 2 notices per user per 1,000 docu-
ments scanned.

This system is very si-r-ilar to IBM's SDI-5. (See IBM, Yorktown
Heights, New York).
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Olin ftnieson Chemical Corporation
E. R. Squibb & Sons Division
New Brunswick, New Jersey

INFOFIXAIONI SOURCE B

CUP.R"r STAGJS Unknown

DOCUFMT INtuiT

Manetic tape represcnting tne info--aticn contained in Chemical
Titles, published by CAS.

INTEXING AND ABSTATNG

No Indexing and abstrazting is perforrei. Only the information or.
the tapes is used for dissemination.

USER POPULATION

More than 25 research scicntists in key positians at the Ol!n F--

search Center, New Haven, Conn. PartiCIpants w-re orzanic and inor-oIAni -

chErists, chemical enginers and information sci-ntists, at levels up trn:=.-
research managers and directors.

USER PROFILE

A single user profile consisting of terms relevant to some of tnv
company's research interests was submitted to CAS for matching against
each iszuT of Ch,-mical Titi-s.

U.F NOTIFC.TION AND RESPONSE FORM

Nc-ification consists of" a listinz of the tltles which contain -
terms specified in the profile. The lis=-ngs were divided accordinij

auect terms and r ,er. through t'e de,,oartrnent n~ld to departments w.:-s-
.nt':rests "er ) ertinent to the vaues. : &tion qu.stionnaires acc.,-,r
all transmit-als.

Par.icipants at Olin pointed ou' . that the convenience, appearav.-
and legibility of tic reference llsts :nhanc'd their utility. They fel-
that the capability of the service to inform them of even a relatively f-y;
papers of interest within the shortest possible timp is of _reat value.
Many of the pap.:rs retrieved were fron ..'ournals not ccaonly read by r
cherists because of language difficulzi--s.
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Sa.r ia Corporation

lvwrmor- .aboratory
TE--.I'cal ".nfzrmation :-ivtsion'
!lv-nore, Californ a

i:y IcN OL.TCE B

CURRE:It STATUS Unknown

L,4CLVM T INFUTr

includes books, maps, technical reports, translations, patents,
-ri-nts, syrposia, r.icrofilm, periodlcals, photographs and pamphlets.
lec-Ical reports constitute 75% of the input.

IN'::CNG AD AZSTPACTING

Docments are indexed and abstracted on a work sheet containing
descriptive cataloging information, abstract and index terms.

All I.:vermore personnel are serviced by the system.

U2ER PFOFLE

?rofiles used specific, rather than general, index terms. Subject
tenms are selected fror. an authority established by the library.

This system is a direct adaptation of SDI-3, as described by Sowarby
"n Feference No. 76 of Appendix C.

" .r Force Systems Cc.-.rand
_put," for Foreign Techuoo.'
, ---.Pztterson Air Force Base

: F~?iA'ION SOURCE B

C1.-?E=--ET ST.TS Active

I0C2W' NPt~r

Scientific and technical exploitation program abstracts, miscella-
neous open-source literature, information intelligence reports, translations
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(human and machine) of finished intelligence reports produced by contractors
and Foreign Technology Division personnel. 8,000 to 10,000 documents are
input per month.

INDEXING AND ABSTFACTING

Standard indexing and classification by descriptors and standard
bibliographic information (including author, title, source, date, etc.) a-*
prepared on a Flexowriter. Descriptors are selected from a very carefully
controlled thesaurus containin 'terms of 1-, 2- or 3-word expressions.

USER POPULATION

Users are groups rather than individuals. About 70 user groups are
active and are spread widely throughout the United States. They show a di-
versity of missions, staffing, and subject interest.

USER PROFILE

User profiles are reviewed quarterly. CIRC prints user profile with
number of times each term caused selection. The list is hand-carried by an
analyst who reviews it with the users in the user group. Profiles &r% in-
dexed by descriptors selected from the CIRC Thesaurus.

DOCLVE/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

There is a clip level in the program -- a little formula -- by which
they can vary the machine criteria which determines what shall bt sent to a
specific customer.

DOCUKENT SUPPLY

Documents are supplied on request, or are automatically disseminated.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED

The number of hits per profile term are used in conjunction with
reviewing user profiles.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FORM

At the option of the user, one or any combination of three levels
of dissemination can be elected. One is header information, another is an
abstract, and the third is the fill document. The header contains acces-
sion number, date, country, subject codes, title, group of terms, author and
source. An asterisk indicates docunent terms that match profile terms.

EQUIPMNT

IM 7094, IB4 1401-1403 with 17 tape drives and two data channels.
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COMMETS

This is one of the few systems that disseminates three levels of in-
formation, all the way from title only, to full document.

U. S. Army Biological Laboratory

Fort Detrick, Maryland

INFORMATICO SOURCE B, V and C

CURREKI STATUS Active

DOCUKR(T INPUT

Magnetic tapes from the National Library of Medicine Monthly Announce-
ment Bulletin identifying U. S. and foreign-produced journals and moa
indexed with appropriate medical subject headings,

INDEXING AND ABSRACTING

No indexing or abstracting is performed. The MEDLARS tapes are pre-
screened by the National Library of Medicine by using a composit2 profile for
the entire laboratory. A sub-set of the complete tape is then delivered to
the laboratory. The subject indexing authority for MEDLARS tape is the Med-
ical Subject Headings published by NIX.

USER POPULATION

50 scientists in the biological, tiochemical, bacteriological and
biophysical fields.

USER PROFILE

Users are initially interviewed for one-half hour to eight hours to
obtain a verbal statement of interests. On the average, profiles contain 30
terms and an average of 4 profiles describe a user's interest. Profile terms
are selected from Medical Subject Headings. Each profile term is assigned
a weight ranging from minus 9 to plus 9. The user may also specify MUST and
NOT terms.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Both terms and weights can be adjusted at the opt! in of the user.

DOCUMEkT/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

A system of weights summed and matched against a threshold is used
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as a criterion for selection. MUST and NOT constraints my also be added.
The wa in which weights are used, however, indicates that a Boolean search
strategy is actually being implemented. In each profile a few terms are
weighted very heavily, but the majority of term are weighted very low. Be-
cause of the extremes used in weighting terms, do.uments will be selected
only if a highly-weighted term is coupled with a lo-weighted term.

DOCUKEr SUPPLY

Some of the Journal articles cited are available in the library, but
the library is not responsible for supplying all documents.

STATISTICS ACCUMAE

A compilation of the participants, number of notifications, responses
and type of responses in both the current period and the one preceeding.
This information Is used to assist in the improvement of interest profiles
and to record systems effectiveness. Profiles are reviewed when a number
of notifications are relatively low or high.

USER NOTIFICATIO1N AND RESPONSE FORM

The user notification contains the document title, source, authors
and date of publication. The response form is printed on the user notice
and contains four response options, three of which indicate document of in-
terest.

EQUIPMET

A Jnivac solid-state 90 system. Central processor with 1280 words
of core storage, 2 magnetic tape drums with 8800 word storage. Card read..
punch, 150 cards per minute. High-.speed card reader, 450 cards per minute.
High-speed printer, 600 lines per minute. Tape drives, Randex drum file
with 24 x 10" digit storage.

RESULTS REPORTED

Relevancy obtained averages 50% with a range from 40 to 80%.

U. S. Army Electronic Command
Information Office
Technical Information Division
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

INFORMATION SOURCE V, C and T

CURRENT STATUS Active
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DOCUMENT INPUT Technical reports from the WC collection.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

In a pilot test, entries were selected directly from the Technical
Abstract Bulletin. These entries consisted of descriptive cataloging in-
formation, an abstract, and descriptors. Entries were used without modifi-
cation.

USER POPULATION 82 engineers and scientists at Fort Monmouth.

USER PROFILE

PProfiles were constructed by selecting terms fro the DDC Thesaurus.

PROFILE MAINTENANCE

Users are allowed to submit profile changes verbally or in writing.

DOCuIMENT/PROFILE MATCH STRATEGY

During the course of an 18 month experiment, descriptors from all pro-
files were merged and a search made through a biweekly subject index to the
Technical Abstract Bulletin for the occurrence of each descriptor in the
merged profiles. When the descriptor was found in the index, a notation was
made of the document indexed by that descriptor, and the users who had spec-
ified that particular descriptor in his profile. After eliminating duplicate
occurrences of documents, one TAB entry was abstracted for each document se-
lected. The profile numbers were posted directly on the entry and the entry
was duplicated in the required number of copies. The copies of the TAB en-
try were then sorted by profile number and stapled together in a booklet.

DOCUMENT SUPPLY

On the basis of response, documents were ordered from DDC.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATED

Average number of abstracts per booklet, average number of interest,
average number of documents ordered.

USER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE FIOR14

The user notification consisted of the stapled booklet, DDC Abstract
Entries. The response form consisted of a cover sheet for listing the AD
numbers of pertinent documents.

EQUIPMENT No mechanized equipment needed.
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RESULTS REPORTED

Average number of abstracts per booklet -- 25; average number of in-
terests -- 70%; average number ordered -- 15%. Percentage increase in the
use of DDC over prior 18 months -- 400%.

COMMENTS

This system is a prime example of the success to be obtained with
limited equipment and minimum personnel sources. On the basis of the prom-
ising results obtained, computer programs have been flow charted for process-
ing magnetic tapes generated by DDC. Negotiations are being concluded for
the release of the DDC tapes on which the TAB entries are originally gener-
ated.

U. S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Denver, Colorado

INFORMATION SOURCE B, C and T

CURRENT STATUS Active

Note: For details see Figure A-I, sample data collection form completed by
Warren B. McBirney.

University of Pittsburgh
The Knowledge Availability Systems Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

INFORMATICO SOURCE C

CURRENT STATUS Active

DOCUMEIT INPUT

Aerospace reports from the following sources:

NASA Centers such as Lewis, Langley, Goddard, Marshall, Ames,
etc.

NASA contractors, such as Westinghouse, RCA, General Electric,
Battelle Memorial Institute, etc.

Government agencies, such as Atomic Energy Comission and De-
partment of Defense.
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Nation-vide Goverioent-sponsored university research reports.
Technical society transactions...

As of June, 1966., over 200,000 documents vere available for SDI and docu.

uents vere being added at a rate of 6000 per moth.

USER POPUIATION

Corporate subscribers. 59 research and industrial firms are listed as
subscribers.

USER PROFILE

Profiles for individual groups are formlated in consultation vith
a senior instructiona, staff member of the School of Engineering.

DOCUM SUPPIX Documents are supplied on zequest.

CCHMWUTS

This is the first knovn commercial use made of externally produced
tapes. Input of the system consists of mgnetic tapes received from Wash-
ington, D.C., presurnbly frcm the National Aeronautics and Space AJministra.
tion.
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APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAH OF SDI SYSTEMS CLASSIFIED BY SYSTD4 LDCATION

American Cyanamid Co.
Organic Chemicals Division
Bound Brook, New Jersey

"Computer to Match Chemical Abstracts with User's Keyvord Profile,"
Communications of the ACM, v. 9, n. 5 (My 1966) p. 401.

Gallagher, Joan. "Experience in the Introduction of an SDI System."
Paper presented at Division of Chemical Literature, American
Chemical Society 151st National Meeting, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
March 22-24, 19b6.

Chemical Abstracts Service
Columbus, Ohio

"Computer to Match Chemical Abstracts with User's Keyword Profile,"
Commnications of the ACM, v. 9, n. 5 (May 1966) p. 401.

Freeman, Robert R. "Automatic Retrieval and Selective Dissemina-
tion of References from Chemical Titles: Improving the Selec-
tion Process." In: Automation ard Scientific Comunication,
Washington, D.C., 26th Annual Meeting of the American Documen-
tation Institute, 6-11 October 1963.

Freeman, Robert R., et al. "Automatic Preparation of Selected
Title Lists for Current Awareness Services and as Annual Sum-
maries," 144th National Meeting of the American Chemical So-
ciety, Los Angeles, Calif., April 1963.

Chemicals and Phosphates, Limited
Haifa, Israel

Ofer, K.D. "SIDAR: Selective Information Dissemination and Re-
trieval," Journal of Chemical Documentation, v. 4, n. 1 (Jan-
uary 1964) p. 54-55.

Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
Missiles and Space Systems Engineering
Santa Monica Division
Santa Monica, California

Bunnow, L.R. Study of and Proposal for a Mechanized Information
Retrieval System for the Missile and Space Systems Fngineerinz
JhbrAM. Santa Monica, Calif., DouglAs Aircraft Company, Inc.,
may 196o. (sM-37418).
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Koriagin, G.W. iUbrary Informtion Retrieval Pro _. Douglas
Aircraft Company, Inc., Engineering Paper No. 1269, January 19

Koriagin, G.W. and L.R. Bunnow. Mechanized Information Retrieval
tern for Douglas Aircraft Q J ny, Inc. Status Report. Dougla
Aircraft Company, Inc., RFport 39167, January 19,62.

Williams, A.S. "Historical Development and Present Status - Dougl
Aircraft Company Computerized Library Program." In: Iforking
Semi-Automatic Documentation Systems, Warrenton, Va., AF0SR/SZ
Airlie Foundation, May 1965, p. 41-54. (AD 620-36o).

Dow Chemical Company
Midland, Michigan

Bowman, C.M. "ELgineers' Personal Files and Internal Information
in an Industrial Organization." Paper presented at the =-
Posiwu on Changing Aspects and New Services of Engineering In-
fomation! Fifty -eghth National Meeting. Philadelhia. Pa.,
December 5-9, 1965, American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

Institute for Scientific Information
Automatic Subject Citation Alert (ASCA)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sher, Irving and Eugene Garfield. "ASCA: An Automatic Current
Alerting System Based on Citation Indexing." In: rnngrecit nf
the International Federation for Documentation (FID), Washing-
ton, D.C., 10-15 October 1965.

IBM Advanced Systems Development Division
Yorktown Heights, New York

Barnes, A.B., A.A. Briggs, J. Gauss, and A. Resnick. "SDI-5, An
Advanced System for Selective Dissemination of Information,"
AC Proceedings of the 19th National Conference. 1964.

Brandenberg, W., H.C. Fallon, C.B. Hensley, T.R. Savage, and A.J.
Sowarby. Selective Dissemination of Information, SDI-2 Sys-
Iem. Yorktown Heights, N.Y., IBM Corporation, Advanced Systex
Development Division, 1961.

Bushnell, R.C. Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) Pro-
gram Package for the IBM 1401. Akron, Ohio, IBM Corporation,
Data Processing Division, 1962.

Hensley, C.B. Deasn Developments in Information Manaement
Through Selective Dissemination and Retrieval System. Pre-
prints of papers presented at the 16th National Meeting of the
Association for Computing Machinery, 1961.
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Hensley, C.B.p T.R. Savage, A.J. Sowmrby, and A. Resnick. "Selec-
tive Dissemination - Report on a Pilot Study - SDI-l System."
IEAEDD, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., Report 17-03, January 1961,
44p., illus.

Hensley, C.B., A. Resnick, T.R. Savage, and A.J. S'warby. Prelim-
inary Report on the Selective Dissemination of Information
System. Yorktown Heights, N.Y., IBM Corporation, Advanced
Systems Development Division, 1959.

Hensley, C.B., T.R. Savage, A.J. Sowarby, and A. Resnick. "Selec-
tive Dissemination of Information - A New Approach to Effec-
tive Coxmunication." In: The Coing of Age of Information
Technology, Volume VI, V. Slamecka, ed., Bethesda, Md., Docu-
mentation, Inc., 1966.

IBM General Information Manual - Selective Dissemination of Informa-
11m. San Jose, Calif., 134 Corporation, Product Pblications
Department, 1962.

Luhn, Hans Peter. "A Business Intelligence System," IBM Journal of
Research and Development. v. 2 (October 1959) p. 314-319.

Luhn, Hans Peter. "Selective Dissemination of New Scientific Infor-
mation with the Aid of Electronic Processing Equipment." Pre-
sented at the 126th Meetin of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Chicago. Il.. December 29._95. (IBM,
Yorktown Heights, N.Y., p. 225-1488).

Resnick, A. "Progress Report on IBM's Selective Dissemination of In-
formation - SDI-4 System IBM 7090 - 1401 Data Processing System."

In: Autivation and Syrentifie Cm-n~hation, Washington, D.C.,
26th Annual Meeting of the American Documentation Institute,
6-1i October 1963.

Sowarby, A.J., et al. The SDI-3 System for the IBM 1401 Data P-
ceasing System. Yorktown Heights, N.Y., IBM Advanced Systems
Development Division, 1962. (Report No. 10.3.04).

IBM Data Systems Division
Poughkeepsie, New York

White, Herbert S. "The IBM DSD Technical Information Center: A To-
tal Operating System Approach Ccmbining Traditional Library
Features and Mechanized Computer Processing." In: Aatim
and Sientiic Cw"i , Washington, D.C., 26th Annual
Meeting of the American Documentation Institute, 6-11 October
1963.
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IM3 Federal Systems Division
Space Guidance Center
Oveso, Rev York

Bhz, Charles 7. and Richard H. Sunwood. "Literature Dssemina.
tion ad Retrieval Using the MERGE System." In: Automation and

Scientific Cocunicaton. Washington, D.C., 26th Annual Meeting
of the American Documentation Institute, 6-11 October 1965.

Benjamin, F., S.D. Miller, and E.S. Rowland. Selective Dissemina.-
tion. (SDI). Owego, N.Y., IBM Corporation, Space Guidance Cen-
ter, November 15, 1962.

Benjamin, R., S.D. Miller, and E.S. Rowland. Selective Dissemina,-
tion, 131 7090 Progr, Owego, N.Y., I31 Corporation, Federal
System Division, October 30, 1961.

Benjamin, R., S.D. Miller, and E. Scofield. Technical Report Se-
lective Dissemination (SDI) Owego, N.Y., IBM Corporation, Fed-
eral Systems Division, October 30, 1961.

ID3 Midwestern Region Sales Office
Chicago, Illinois

IBM Application Progm H20-0053-1, Selective Dissemination of In-
formation System for the IBM 1401 Version I (1401 -CR-01X Man-
ua lI: Application Description.

IBM ApDlication P=ogam H20-0054-1. Selective Dissemination of In-
formation System for the 134 1401 Version I (1401-CR-OX) Man-
ual 2: User Manual

134 Application Program H20-0055-1, Selective Dissemination of In-
formation System for the IBM 1401 Version I (I1 0-cB-01X) Man-
u 3 Operator's Manual.

Kraft, Donald H. "Application of IBM Equipment to Library Mechani-
zation, Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) Indexing and the Selective
Dissemination of Information (SDI)." In: Proceedings of the
1963 Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing, Cham-
paign, Ill., April 28-May I, 1963. Illini Union Bookosre, 1964,
p. 133-156.

Kraft, Donald H. "An Operational Selective Dissemination of Infor-
mation (SDI) System for Technical and Non-Technical Personnel
Using Automatic Indexing Techniques." In: Automation and Scien-
tific Communication Washington, D.C., 26th Annual Meeting of
the American Documentation Institute, 6-11 October 1963.
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Kraft, Donald K. "Dta Processing Euipment for Library Use in
Clerical Task& and Dissemnation of Infozmton." .L.DQ;L.LL-
brafres, v. 44, n. 9 (November 1962) p. 587-592.

IBM Technical Informtion Retrieval Center
Thoas J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Hieights, New York

Magnino, J.J. "CIS - A Computerized Normal Text Current Awareness
Technique." Yorktown Heights, N.Y., IBM Technical Information
Retrieva Center, Thomas J. Watson nesearch Center, November
1965, Technical Report No. ITIRC-006.

Magnino, Joseph J., Jr. "Textual Information Retrieval and the
14 Suggestion Plan." In: Congress of International Federation
fnr Deumontatn (lID), Washington, D.C., 10-15 October 1965.

Merritt, Allet C. and Paul J. Nelson. The Engineer-Scientist and
an Information Retrieval System. Yorktown Heights, N.Y., 134
Technical Information Retrieval Center, Thomas J. Watson Research
Center, August 1966, Technical Report No. ITIRC-003.

Merritt, C. Allen. "An Operating System: The 14 Technical Informa-
tion Retrieval Center." In: Working with Semi-Autotic Docu-
mentation Systems, Warrenton, Va., AFOSR/SDC/Airlie Foundation,
May 1965,j p. 32-39. (AD 620-360).

Iowa State University
Ames Laboratory
Ames, Iowa

Anderson, R.R., D.R. Fitzwater, and C.R. Sage. "The Stability of
Dynamic Feedback in an SDI System." In: Proceedings of the 19tn
International Guide Meet in. October 15. 1964,

Sage, C.R., R.R. Anderson, and C.H. Cameron. Ames Laboratory SDI
Systems Reference Manual, 1964. (U.S.A.E.C. Report IS-940).

Sage, C.R., R.R. Anderson, and D.R. Fitzwater. "Adaptive Informa-
tion Dissemination," American Documentation, v. 16, n. 3 (July
196S) p. 185-200.

Sage, C.R. and D.R. Fitzwater. Ames Laboratory Selective Dissemi-
nation of Information Computer System. 1963. (U.S.A.E.C. Re-
port IS-751).

Sage, C.R. and D.R. Fitzwater. "Operational Results of an Adaptive
SDI System." In: Proceedings of the 19th International Guide
Metingi Qctober 15, 1964.
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li Lill~y & Camuty
Indianapolis, Indiam

Freeman, Robert R., et al. "Automtic Preparation of Selected Title
Lists for Current Awareness Services and as Annual Summries,"
144th National Meeting of the American Chemical Society. Los
Anxe.# Calif.. April 1963.

Rice, C.N. "A Computer-Based Alert .ag System for Chemical Titles,"
Journal of Chemical Documentation. v. 5, n. 3 (August 1965) p.
163-165.

The Mitre Corporation
Bedford, Massachusetts

Information obtained through personal conversation during visit to
company.

National Aeronautics & Space Administration
College Park, Maryland

"Automated Literature Searching Service," jorn ol Chnnhal De%-
cumentation, v. 5, n. 2 (1965) p. 122.

"NASA Search Tape Program," Scient i.ic Information Notes, v. 6, n.

3 (June-July 1963) p. 1i.

NASA Selective Dissemination of Informati Pro . National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Scientific and Technical In-
formation Division, May 21, 1964.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The ALPHA System:
A Progress Report of Phase I of a Plan to Automate the Operation
of the Redstone Scientific Information Center. Huntsville, Ala.,
George C. Marshal Space Flight Center, 1964. (R-COI-A,.64-1).

Wente, Van A. and Gifford A. Young. "NASA SDI Program." In: Con-
gress of International Federation for Documentation (FID), Wash-
ington, D.C., 10-15 October 1965.

White, Herbert S. NASAISDI Develntnl Pogram Progresa Report
and Planned System. Washington, D.C., NASA Scientific and Tecr.-
nical Information Division, 1966.

Olin Mathiesop Chemical Corporation
E.R. Squibb & Sons Division
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Freemn, Robert R., et al. "Automatic Preparation of Selected Ti-
tle Lists for Current Awareness Services and an Annual Sumniries
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144th National Meeting of the American Chemical Society,jo
Agelep, a_ l. April 1963.

Sandia Corporut ion
Livermore Laboratory
Technical Information Division
Livermore, California

Swihart, Stanley J. and Elizabeth Bodie. An Input System for Auto-
mated Library Indexing anci Information Retrieval, Including
Prepmratin of Catalog Cards. Livermore, Calif., Sandia Cor-
poration, 1963. (SCR-317).

U.S. Air Force Systems Command
Deputy for Foreign Technology
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio

Barrett, Raymond P. "CIRC - Centralized Information Reference and
Control." In: Workina With Semi.Automatic Documentation Sys-
tem, Warrenton, Va., A3.7SR/SDC/Airlie Foundation, May 1965.
p. 15-31. (AD 620-36o .

Systems Development Corporation. Central Information Reference and
Control (CIRC) System. Santa Monica, Calif., brochure for U.S.
Air Force Systems Commid, Deputy for Foreign Technology, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 1962.

U.S. Army Biological Laboratories
Fort Detrick, Maryland

Booz, Allen Applied Research, Inc. Mechanization Study of the Tech-
nical Information Division U.S. Arar Biological Laboratories,
Fort Detrick, Maryland. Bethesda, Md. Report to Defense Supply
Agency, Defense Documentation Center, under Contract DSA71 5 489.
1966. (BAARINC Report No. 914-1-4.)

Computer Usage Co., Inc. Selective Dissemination of Information.
Bethesda, Md. Report to U.S. Army Biological Laboratories,
Fort Detrick, Md., 1965. (AD 617-086).

U.S. Aray Electronics Comand
Information Office
Technical Information Division
Ft. Momouth, New Jersey

Informtion obtained through personal conversation.
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U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamtion
Denver, Colorado

Hilf, Jack W. "Matching of Descriptors in a Selective Dissemination
System." In: Automation and Scientific Comnication, Washing-
ton, D.C., 26th Annual Meeting of the American MEntation
Institute, 6-11 October 1 963.

University of Pittsburgh
The Knowledge Availability Systems Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Information obtained through correspondence.
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